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CHAPTEll I 

INTllODUCTION 

Statement of Problem 

The technological revolution in agriculture i• continually causing 

changes in our farming methods. In an endeavor to maintain or improve 

their competitive position farmers are adjusting and re•organizing 

their farming operationa. Technology aids in adju1ting by decreaeing 

labor requirement• and increaaing production per unit of input. 

Before technology is employed in re•organlzing and adjusting, an 

evaluation of the expected re1ult• •hould be made by farmer• and those 

working with them. Basic input•output data are needed to properly 

make an evaluation. 

The egg producing industry i1 one where rapid re•organization 

and adju1tmente are being made. Increa1ing competition within the 

state of Virginia as well as potential competition developing in area• 

out•ide of the 1tate make it e•sential that egg producers operate 

efficiently. They DIJ&t give careful consideration to various way1 of 

reducing their production coats. 

Insufficient adju1tments and re•organization by egg producers 

have partially caused a cost•price difficulty in the egg industry. 

The previous mentioned condition, a downward trend in egg prices, a 

decrease in per capita egg consumption because of competition from 

other food products, and possibly the chole1terol scare have reaulted 

in the co1t•price squeeze egg producers are experiencing. "The egg 

indu1try ha1 become one with 'boom' or 'bust' characteristics over 
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the year• and experience• an 'egg cycle' about every three yeara. 1111 
In addition to an "egg cycle," egg price• have had a continuou• down• 

ward trend over the pa•t 10 to 15 years.'1=/ Along with the continuou1 

price inatability and downward trend, egg producer• think that price 

problem1 in egga may develop •imilar to tbo1e in broilere.11 They 

have a legitimate rea1on to think 10 becauae "•• the broiler industry 

adjuat• to low price• through efforts of their own or government 

programs, any one or a combination of the following could happen: 

empty broiler house1 may be converted to layer houae1; broiler chick 

hatcherie1 may •tart producing layer chicks; or 1ome of the larger 

integrator• faced with unprofitable broiler contract• may 1eek feed 

outletl in integrated egg production. 11!!./ 
Many producer• are in a po1ition where they cannot justify 

continued production under preaent circumstance1. They need informa• 

tion on how they can improve their present operation and what would 

be the be1t combination of re1ource1 if they wieh to expand or adju1t. 

Many 11111t chooae between remodeling or completely abandoning old 

liJohn W. Momer and Thoma• c. Morri1on, Feaaibility of Market• 
ipg Ogdera and rroductiop Coptrol• for the Poultry lpduatry. Bulletin 
351 1 December 1959, Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, 
Storr11 Connecticut. 
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facilitiee and &tarting anew. New producers need information on 

different types of operationa in making a choice tailored to their 

individual circumstances. In order to make the•e decieiollB, informa• 

tion pertaining to feed, labor, capital and other reeource requirements 

ie needed. 

Because of the atringent limitationa of capital and time that 

can be diverted to experimental activitie1, it la virtually impoaeible 

for farmer• to carry out a reeearch study of their own to obtain baeic 

input•output information. They 11118t, therefore, rely on information 

furniehed from other sources 1uch aa the experiment etation, exteneion 

eervice, and private firma eerving agriculture. Feed dealers, bank.era, 

county agricultural agent• and others intimately concerned with the 

vell being of the poultry industry need data in an endeavor to help 

farmer• plan for and adjuet to changing conditione. Data are aleo 

needed by academiciane 1 acting in the capacity of faro management 

advi•or1 1 to help them foraulate aound farm management plane. 

Objectives of Study 

l. To coneider the effect varioua types of housing, atraina of 

bird and other management practices have on egg production. 

2. To estimate the marginal productivity of feed used in poultry 

production. 

3. To determine labor requirements for varioua aized flocks and 

various combinations of equipment in order to answer 1uch pertinent 

and preeeing queetione ae: "At what point in terms of labor and 
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capital requirements does it become feasible to inatall automatic 

equipment, such as automatic feeders and automatic waterers?" 

4. To obtain input•output data for use in farm planning through 

the use of the result• from objectives 11 2 and 3. 

Hypotheses 

Given ob1ervations on different types of equipment, houses, and 

management practices which could be atratif ied into several discrete 

clas1es, it was hypothesized that there is a different labor function 

for each particular combination of equipment, house, and management 

practice. Labor required to perform the daily chore of caring for 

the laying flock (feeding, watering, gathering eggs, cleaning and 

packing eggs and cleaning the house and equipment) was hypothesized 

to be functionally related to flock size. It was also hypothesized 

that the feed•egg production functions were 1ignificantly different 

for each discrete resource combination. 

Literature Review 

Previous studies on coamercial egg production have estimated 

averages to determine time requirements to perform various chorea. 

Very little or no effort has been made to determine the effect of 

size of flock or type of equipment on time required to perform 

certain chores. 

A etudy of co1IJDercial egg production in Delaware 1tated that no 

single factor influenced egg production costs and net profits more 
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than size of flock. As the average number of layers increased from 

300 to 900 birds, the cost of production was reduced by nearly 20 

percent, or by 1.0 cent per dozen eggs with each increase of 100 birds. 

Size of flock had no significant effect on eggs produced per layer. 

However, egg production per layer was important for maximum net 

return. 

As rate of culling increased, egg production per layer and cost 

of production increased. Allowing laying hens to run on range, 

frequency of changing litter, feeding wet mash, type of floor in the 

laying house and construction of the fronts of laying houses appeared 

to have no influence on the rate of egg production. Feeding green 

feeds, feeding of cod liver oil and greater floor space per layer did 

have a moderate effect in increasing egg production.!/ 

The employment of average analysis in previous studies has 

provided useful information to egg producers. In 1940•1941, a study 

was made in New York on the costs and returns from heavy and light 

breed laying flocks. The average time to clean, grade, and pack eggs 

per 30 dozen case of eggs was estimated. The chore time for handling 

eggs and for cleaning the building waa estimated. Also, the amount 

of feed consumed per production period was estimated.~/ 

!/a. O. Bausman, A Statistical Study of Commercial Egg Production 
in Dela~are, Bulletin 202, August 1936, University of Delaware 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Newark, Delaware. 

~/Lawrence B. Darrah, Costs and Returns from the Laying Flock on 
Commercial Poultry Farms, 1940, Cornell University Experiment Station, 
Bulletin 802, November 1943, Ithaca, New York. 
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Plaxico made a study in 1946-1947 in Northwestern Rockingham 

County, Virginia, which gave the time per 100 birds per year required 

to perform the jobs for hatchery and consumption egg flocks. The 

hours per 100 birds per year for market flocks were as follows: 

daily chores 198.7 1 handling eggs 47.6, cleaning house 14.5, marketing 

17.1, culling and blood testing 1.3, and other 0.3. Feed was the 

largest 1ingle cost item, with the value of all hired and unpaid 

family labor the second largest cost. Labor requirements varied a 

great deal between the different flocks and there was a corresponding 

variation in profits. This indicated that individual farmers could 

do much to cut costs and increase prof its through improved management 

practices.!/ This study furnished a comparison for the results of 

the average time computed in the present study. 

In 1953 1 a New York study estimated costs of producing eggs in 

the period 1926-1952. Feed, labor and depreciation were the major 

cost items. Four major changes had occurred on poultry farms in New 

York between 1926 and 1952: 

(1) The annual rate of egg production increased from an average 
of 126 to 187 eggs per bird, with a sharp increase in the 
amount of feed required per bird, but no change in amount 
of feed per dozen eggs. 

(2) The amount of labor required declined from 2.1 hours to 1.7 
hours per bird. 

!/James s. Plaxico, The Laying Hen Enterprise, Cost and Returns 
1946•47, Bulletin 438, June 1950, Virginia Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Blacksburg, Virginia. 
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(3) With the increase in egg production. labor required per 
dozen eggs was reduced through the use of labor-saving 
equipment, improvements in housing, improved management 
practices. and increased productivity. 

(4) The average 1ize of the laying flock increased.!/ 

A 1957 Illinois study suggested that many poultrymen in that state 

needed to adjust their methods of egg production to economic changes 

and rapid advances in the development of mechanical equipment. In the 

past 15 years more and better machinery to replace chore work on lay· 

ing flocks and increased labor costs made it economically feasible 

for more producers to reduce labor and production costs through 

mechanization. 

Size of flock as well as current wage and interest rates helps 

determine whether machinery for an individual poultry enterprise is 

profitable. Automatic watering ~as the most economical system for 

flocks of all sizes with labor at 90 cents an hour, and interest at 

5 percent. Mechanical feeders would not have been economical for 

flocks of less than 700 hens. 

Gathering, cleaning, and processing eggs consumed most of the 

chore time. Immersion-type mechanical washers that cleaned a basket 

of eggs at a time saved 25 to 30 hours of labor a year per JOO hens 

compared with cleaning the eggs by hand. Immersion washers were 

economical for flocks of over 300 hens. 

!!Kendall S. Carpenter, Estimated Costs of Producing Eggs. Neu 
York State 1926•1952, Bulletin 897, June 1953, Cornell University 
Agricultural Experiment Station• Ithaca, New York. 
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The study included a few cage operations and they were found to 

require larger equipment investment and about 25 hours more labor 

per year for chores than floor houses with a similar amount of 

mechanization.!/ 

A study of the economics of laying flocks in Texas reported that 

layers consumed 88 pounds of feed, or 4.98 pounds per dozen eggs 

during a production period. The labor required per layer was 2.2 

hours, or 7.2 minutes per dozen eggs. These results were obtained 

from flecks of layers averaging 11 458 birds.~/ 

A 1960 economic study of egg production in New Jersey concluded 

that there had been increases in flock size, rate of lay, and a wide• 

spread use of cleaners, graders, and automatic feeders. This study 

also noted that since feed made up about three•fourths of the total 

cash expenses, a large part of the year•to•year variations in the 

poultryman's net farm income was due to changes in feed and egg 

prices. The study concluded that the relationship of egg prices to 

feed pricea explained more of the income changes than either price 

series alone.~./ 

!IR. N. Van Arsdall and Thayer Cleaver, ''Less Labor in Egg 
Production," Circular 785, December 1957, University of Illinois, 
College of Agriculture Extension Service, Urbana. Illinois. 

!/Jack B. Brannen, A. C. Magee, and B. C. Wormeli, Economics of 
Laying Flocks in Texas, M.P. 293, July 1958, Texas Agricultural 
Experiment Station, College Station, Texas. 

~Edward J. Smith, Producing Eggs in New Jersey, an Economic 
Study, U. s. D. A., February 1960, Agricultural Research Service, 
Washington, D. C. 



lisgruber studied "The Effect of Laying Flock Size on the Econ• 

omies of Egg Production in Northeastern Indiana. 11!/ The results 

showed that the most profitable flocks were on the average larger 

than the least profitable flocks; however. very small as well as 

relatively large flocks were found in both the most and least 

profitable flock group. This indicated that other factors than size 

of flock alone were responsible for the profitability of a laying 

flock. These factors were the average egg production per bird, time 

of production peak, quality of eggs, feed consumption per dozen of 

eggs produced, mortality rate, and amount of labor spent per bird. 

Existing economies of aize encouraged the establishment of 

large laying flocks. Returns to labor were not constant for various 

flock sizes. Owners of small flocks spent relatively more time feed• 

ing and caring for hens and eggs than did owners of larger flocks. 

Since both had about the same costs for feed, capital, and miscella-

neous expenses, as well as about the same production per hen and the 

same average egg price, the return to one hour of labor and manage• 

ment was larger with large flocks than for small flocks.!/ 

H. J. Aune reported on the problem of measuring the amount of 

labor uaed in caring for the dairy herd under various conditions. 

!/Ludwig Maria Eiagruber, "The Effect of Laying Flock Size on 
The Economies of Egg Production in' Northeastern Indiana," a thesis 
of Purdue Univeraity, June 1959. Submitted in Partial fulfillment 
of Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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One of his objectives was to determine the relationehip between the 

amount of labor used in dairying and herd size for eom.e of the more 

common combinatioDS of equipment. 

Aune used the enterprise task function approach where functions 

were developed which would show the relationship between the hours of 

labor used and the herd size involved for each task in the particular 

enterprise being studied. 

The time spent in caring for the dairy herd waa divided into the 

time spent in performing each task. This made it necessary to assume 

that the tilll!! spent in performing one task was independent of that 

spent on any other task. On the basis of this assumption, it was 

possible to recombine the information by tasks to develop a total for 

the herd. Within a task. the labor information was specified accord• 

ing to the type of equipment used or work procedure followed and the 

number of animals involved. 

The enterprise taek function approach was aelected because 

fewer caaes were required to develop labor information by type of 

equipment and herd size. Since herd eize and labor used were 

quantitative variables, reg:ession analysis was an appropriate 

technique to estimate herd size effects on the amount of labor used. 

lnf luence of certain type of equipment and work procedures on 

the amount of labor used could not be tested by regression analysis 

because type of equipment and work procedures were not quantitative 

but qualitative variables. Their influence wa1 considered by 

stratifying the data by type of equipment and work procedure involved 
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and calculating a function for each stratum. Covariance analysis was 

u1ed to determine the significance of differences between functions 

within a task.!/ 

The Aune study provided the organizational nucleus for the 

present investigation in that least squares regression techniques are 

used. The present study attea;>ts to fit functions to the various 

chores involved in the production of eggs by estimating time as a 

function of flock size when specific combinations of equipment are 

ea;>loyed in performing specific chores. Through this technique, it 

is po1sible to see what effect certain equipment will have on the time 

required to perform a specific chore, (.!.!.&!.., cleaning and packing eggs 

when a particular type of equipment is employed with varioua flock 

aizea.) 

Egg production functions were also estimated for layers when 

various management practices and types of equipment were employed. 

In this phase a production function was estimated using eggs as the 

dependent variable and feed as the independent variable with separate 

functions fitted to distinct equipment, management practices, and 

&trains of birds. 

It wae anticipated that thia type of study would give inf orma• 

tion in addition to that supplied by the 1tudie1 previously mentioned 

which estimated averages to obtain results. 

!fu. J. Aune• "An Economic Analysis of Labor Inputs in Dairying 
As Affected by Size of Herd and Type of Equipment," a thesis of The 
University of Minnesota, June 1958. Submitted in Partial Fulfillment 
of Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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Source of Data and Procedure 

The importance of egg production aa a source of income in Virginia 

varies from county to county. To include those with a reasonable 

amount of income from egg production, this study wae conducted in 

those counties with 25 commercial egg producers or more••based on 

information obtained from county agricultural agents, feed dealers, 

extension specialists and instructors of vocational agriculture. 

Hatchery egg producers were eliminated so that only consumption 

purpose eggs would be included in the study. This process resulted 

in a homogeneous sample in that it included only those producers who 

sold on the same type of market. Producers with less than 500 birds 

were also excluded to insure that at least a reasonable amount of 

resources and income were involved in the egg producing enterprise. 

A preliminary postcard survey provided information to make the 

eliminations. 

Two type• of farm data were utilized••data received by enumera• 

tion of farm survey schedules and data received through actual farm 

records. Detailed information concerning the laying enterprise as 

to the aize and type of buildings and equipment• type of bird• time 

requirement• for and methods of performance of various chores was 

obtained from the survey. This information was necessary in order 

to be able to fit chore time as a function of flock size when perform• 

ing chorea under variou1 building and equipment combinations. A 

sample survey schedule is provided in Appendix A. 



After the survey schedule was completed, each operator was asked 

to provide a monthly production record for one full production period. 

The data requested consisted of the number of birds started in produc• 

tion, the average number of birds in production each month, the number 

of eggs produced (daily or per month as preferred by the operator), 

and the number of pounds of feed fed. The farm record information was 

used in fitting egg production functions to different types of 

operations. A sample farm record is provided in Appendix B. 

There were 290 survey schedules completed. Only 28 useable 

production records for one full production period were completed and 

returned. However, 44 additional production records were obtained 

from feed dealers who kept production records on a number of flocks 

included in the farm survey and under feed contract to them. 

Analysis of variance was applied to the types of equipment which 

were hypothesized to have an effect on the time to perform various 

chores. Thia technique permitted grouping equipment into particular 

combinations for performing a specific chore with no significant 

effect on the time shown by equipment. Thia was done by eliminating 

the discrete variable which reduced the error sum of squares by the 

greatest amount and applying additional analysis to the remaining 

discrete variables. Least squares regression analysis was applied to 

each particular combination of equipment to determine the effect size 

of flock had on the time per 100 birds to perform a specific chore. 

Time was estimated as a function of flock size. An economic analyais 

was performed to determine if automatic and mechanical equipment could 
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be juatif ied by the labor per 100 birds saved in performing specific 

chorea. 'nlese procedures will be explained in a later chapter. 

The same procedure was followed for the feed•egg production 

analyeis in that analysis of variance was applied to those discrete 

variables hypothesized to have an effect on the number of eggs 

produced per hen. The analysis of variance facilitated grouping the 

observations into discrete combinations of housing, equipment and 

management practices. Least squares regression analyaia was applied 

to each particular combination of house, equipment and management 

practices. Thia permitted employment of a production function 

estimating eggs produced per hen as a function of pounds of feed. 

The regression coefficients were then used to determine the optimum 

egg production per hen using various price combinations of eggs and 

feed.lJ These procedures will be explained in the following chapter. 

A quadratic function was eq>loyed because it was thought best 

suited to the type of analysis being attempted. Other functions such 

aa Cobb•Dougla1 and Spillman were not used becau1e fitting several 

different type functions and comparing them would have been beyond 

the scope of this study. 

!10ptiaim-•the point at which the cost of an additional unit of 
feed will just be paid for by the additional eggs produced under a 
particular combination of feed and egg prices. 
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CHAPTER. II 

FEED-F.GG PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 

Statistical Analysis 

Egg production per hen as a function of feed when a particular 

combination of houses, equipment, and management practices was 

employed was a major consideration of this study. Each egg producer 

visited by the enumerator was asked to furnish a record of the pounds 

of feed fed, the number of eggs produced, and the average number of 

birds in production for each month. These records covered the full 

production period of the flock regardless of the number of months the 

birds were in production. 

The 1tatistical procedure for the analysis of the data in this 

study was in two phases. An analysis of variance was applied to the 

discrete variables hypothesized to have a significant effect on the 

number of eggs produced. Feed was not a discrete variable. Feed was 

present in each operation regardless of the particular combination of 

houae, equipment and management practices. Therefore, the discrete 

variables only were considered when determining the most significant 

variable. Listed below are the major Jiscrete variables 't,;hich were 

hypothesized to have the most significant effect upon the production 

functions: 

A. Type of housing 

1. Floor 
2. Cage 
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B. Type or etrain of bird 

1. Ames 
2. Babcock 
3. DeKalb 
4. H & N 
5. Hyline 
6. Kimber 
7. "Others"* 

c. Type of floor 

1. Concrete 
2. Wood 
3. Dirt 
4. "Othera"* 

D. Number of times culled 

l. Never 
2. Seldom (l, 2 or 3 times) 
3. Frequently (more than 3 times) 

E. Birds under egg production contract 

1. Yes 
2. No 

F. Bird debeak.ed 

1. Yes 
2. No 

The analysie of variance presented in Table 1 1how1 that there 

was a significant effect on the number of egge produced per hen by 

the variables listed. Using an P test, type of house showed the most 

significant effect on the feed•egg production function. The observa• 

tions were then separated into those with cage houae1 and those with 

floor houses. Since only three flocks were in cage housing, no 

additional analysis of variance was run on theee observations. 

*More than one of the previous in each operation or some unclassi• 
fied observations. 



Table 1. Factore Which May or May Not Affect Egg Production•• 
All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squaree Mean Squares F 

Total 908 1890934300 

RegreHion 17 1858946900 109349810 3045.908 

Error 891 31987400 35900 

Mean l 1357891 1357891 37.823 

Type of house 1 3655025 3655025 101.809** 

Type of floor 3 3996505 1332168 37.107* 

Type of bird 6 4169372 694895 19.356* 

Under contract 
or not 1 182348 182348 5.079* 

Number of times 
culled 2 2987319 1493659 41.605* 

Debeaked or 
not debeaked l 589309 589309 16.415* 

Feed 1 87646626 87646626 2441.372 

Feed2 l 10814540 10814540 301.235 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 
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Analysis of variance of the floor house observations was 

continued. Analysis of variance wae applied and succeeeive separa• 

tions into significant classes were made until the number of flocks 

of birds in the classes became so &mall additional separatioll8 could 

not ba made. The additional analyses of variance are presented in 

Appendix C, Tables 21 3• 4, and 5. They indicate that frequency of 

culling was highly significant. When the observations were separated 

into the frequency of culling classes, type of bird was significant 

at the .05 level. 

A least squares quadratic production function was then fitted 

to the groups of observations using the model: 

E • bo + b1r + b2F2 +€ 

where E • Eggs 
F • Feed 
€ • Unexplained error 

The groups of observations with characteristic& listed in Table 2 had 

production function& fitted to them. 

Table 2. 

Type of house 

Frequency of 
culling 

Type of 
bird 

Observatio1l8 with Similar Characteristics to 
Which Production Functions Were litted 

Cage* 
Fl.oor 

~lt~entl; 
I I 

Ames* B&N* Ames* DeKalb* UEsN* Ames* Byline* 
Kimber* Babcock* Byline* Babcock* DeKalb* Kimber* 
Byline* "Other"* Kimber* "Other"* 110ther''* 

*Production function fitted to these observations. 
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A function wa1 also fitted to the observation1 with floor 

house, birds never culled; floor house, birds seldom culled; floor 

bou1e, birds frequently culled. Theee last three functions were 

fitted in order to compare all types of birds in floor houeea with 

those in cage housea. 

The regreseion coeff icienta obtained for those observations 

where producers had bird• in floor housing and all type birda indicate 

that there were significantly different production functions for those 

birds never culled, seldom culled, and frequently culled. The magni• 

tude of the b1 values declined and b2 values increased as the 

frequency of culling increaeed. This i1 demonetrated in Table 3. 

Figure 1 graphically illustrates that egg production increaeed 

(holding feed constant) as the birds were culled more frequently. 

Table 3 and Figure 1 alao included cage housea with all types 

of birds. Their b1 regression coefficient value was lower in magni• 

tude than those for birds never culled in a floor houae but higher 

than for those 1eldom and frequently culled. Their b2 value waa 

higher in magnitude than never culled but lower than seldom and 

frequently culled. Figure 1 also suggests that there were more eggs 

produced with equal quantities of feed in the cage houaea until 95 

pounds of feed produced 226 eggs per bird. Beyond that point the more 

frequently culled birda produced more eggs per unit of feed. These 

reaulte auggest that the cage housed birds had a better feed conversion 

than floor housed birda except in the last part of the production 

period. Higher feed convereion in the frequently culled flocks would 
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be expected since non•producers would be culled out near the end of 

production. The general practice for caged birds was continuous 

culling; however, the data being employed did not give the frequency 

of culling for caged birds. 

Table 3. Estimated Regreseion Coefficients, Feed•Egg 
Production Functions* 

bo 
Feed•egg production func21ons 
bl b2 R 

All birds in 
cage houses 0.03006 3.14920 -.00848 

(0.23974) (0.00204) 

All type birds!/ 
never culled •16.17805 3.31578 •0.01145 

(0.14149) (0.00103) 

All type birds!/ 
seldom culled •l.10818 2.69194 •0.00433 

(0.15522) (0.00140) 

All type birds!! 
frequently culled ·2.10788 2.52588 •0.00133 

(0.10969) (0.00082) 

l/Ploor housing. 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 

*E • bo + b1F + b2F2 + € 

where E • Number of eggs per hen 
F • Number of pounds of feed 
€ • Unexplained error 

0.96701 

0.89258 

0.88518 

0.93315 

no. obs. 

51 

199 

317 

341 
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III 

I 

Figure 1. Egg production in response to 
varying pounds of feed with cage housing and 
floor housing with different frequency of 
culling. 
I = Never Culled; II =Seldom Culled; 
III = Frequently Culled; C = Cage House. 
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The number of layers in frequently culled flocks could have 

been so reduced that overhead coats on the number of birds on hand 

during the latter part of production could have become excessive. 

The floor house functions were virtually identical up to approximately 

125 eggs. Beyond that point 1 however, those birds seldom and those 

frequently culled produced more eggs per unit of feed. 

The regression coef f icient1 for those functions where the 

observations contained floor housing, different culling frequencies, 

and various type birds produced an inconsistent pattern. Table 4 

indicates that the regression coefficients of the functions for birds 

never culled were not consistently higher or lower than the regression 

coefficients of function• for birds seldom or frequently culled. 

Thia suggested that different types of birds would produce more eggs 

per bird under different frequencies of culling. Por example, 

Figures 2 and 4 show that the Ames birds had a smaller number of 

eggs produced with equal quantities of feed whereae Figure 3 indicates 

that the Ames birds bad the largest number of eggs with equal quanti• 

ties of feed. A more logical explanation would be type of bird does 

not have an effect on the function but that other unobserved variables 

(e,g,, management, season, disease, etc.) bad a significant effect on 

the production function. 
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Table 4. Estimated Regression Coefficients. Feed•Egg 
Production Functions* 

bo b1 b2 a2 

Kimber bird.!/ 
frequently culled 1.59048 2.20538 0.00053 0.93839 

(0.16345) (0.00112) 

"Other" birds!/ 
frequently culled •2.88481 2.80251 -0.00357 0.97780 

(0.22812) (0.00236) 

Ames bird..!/ 
frequently culled •6.01960 1.77761 0.00172 0.93150 

(0.42202) (0.00346) 

DeKalb bird..!/ 
frequently culled •12.60687 3.29971 -0.00583 o. 98482 

(0.15109) (0.00113) 

Byline bird.JI 
frequently culled •5.23900 3.14580 •0.00887 0.95983 

(0.24308) (0.00244) 

!Umber birds!/ 
seldom culled -6.74460 2.83947 -0.00510 0.87587 

(0.26203) (0.00235) 

"Other" birds!/ 
seldom culled 1.39383 1.96028 0.00226 0.98807 

(0.13867) (0.00108) 

Ames birds!/ 
seldom culled 3.53886 3.37953 •0.00998 0.88913 

(0.87864) (0.01024) 

Babcock birds!/ 
seldom culled ·15.86338 2.29863 -0.00409 0.99950 

(0.06146) (0.00060) 

DeKalb birdell 
1eldom culled 29.16119 2.20127 -0.00262 0.98169 

(0.35927) (0.00502) 

H & N birdJ./ 
aeldom culled •6.64103 3.03208 -0.00471 0.99459 

(0.13543) (0.00150) 

No. obs. 

132 

52 

25 

69 

63 

138 

41 

20 

12 

12 

36 



Table 4 (continued) 

bo b1 b2 a.2 No. obs. 

Byline birdal/ 
seldom culled 2.14400 2.76523 ·0.00587 0.88594 58 

(0.38636) (0.00347) 

Kimber bird.!/ 
never culled ·9.26977 3.04608 •0.00500 0.96608 28 

(0.34043) (0.00301) 

"Other" bird.!/ 
never culled •3.78368 3.11566 ·0.01125 0.93721 22 

(0.43024) (0.00398) 

Ames birds.!./ 
never culled -12.34104 2.61783 •0.00686 0.98690 26 

(0.16004) (0.00116) 

Babcock birds!/ 
never culled ·10.51177 2.83662 •0.00025 0.99913 11 

(0.13202) (0.00163) 

DeICalb birds!/ 
never culled -4.53052 2.55580 -0.00718 0.90791 43 

(0.24467) (0.00148) 

H & N bird,.!/ 
never culled •19.35921 3.13767 -0.00221 0.99833 9 

(0.21640) (0.00274) 

Hyline bird.!/ 
never culled ·10.62218 2.64571 -0.00139 0.91088 60 

(0.39527) (0.00391) 

1/Floor housing. 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 
2 •E • ho + b1 r + baF + E 

where E • Number of eggs per hen 
F • Number of pounds of feed 
€ • Unexplained error 
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VI 

I 

Figure 2. Egg production in response to 
varying pounds of feed with floor housing, 
birds never culled. 
I Ames; II= Babcock; IV= H & N; 
V = Hyline; VI= Kimber; VII= "Other." 
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Figure 3. Egg production ;~ response 
to varying pounds of feed with floor 
housing, birds seldom culled. 
I = Ames; II = Babcock; III =DeKalb; 
IV = H & N; V = Hyline; VI ; Kimber; 
VII ="Other." 
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VI 

Figure 4. Egg production in response to 
varying pounds of feed with floor housing, 
birds frequently culled. 
I =Ames; III =DeKalb; V = Hyline; 
VI= Kimber; VII;:; "Other." 
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Economic Analysis 

The estimated least squares quadratic production functions were 

used to obtain the prof it maximizing level of feed consumption by 

setting the derivative of the function: 

E • b0 + b1F + b2r2 

equal to the feed•egg price ratio ao that: 

and then solving the derivative for F, given specific feed and egg 

price1. 

Three price levels for eggs and three for feed were uaed with a 

20 percent increase and decrease in the prices of feed at 3.75 cents 

per pound and eggs at 32.0 cents per dozen. The nine price ratios 

obtained by this combination of prices are presented in Table 5. 

These different price level• were used to determine the amounts of 

feed which would be fed when prices rise or fall and the stability of 

the optillllDl level under varying price combinations. 

Table 5. Feed•Egg Price Ratio with Various Pricea of Each 

Price of feed 
Price of eggs 3.00¢ per 3.75¢ per 4.50¢ per 

pound pound pound 

25.6¢ per doz; 2.13¢ each 1.40625 1.75781 2.10937 

32.~ per doz; 2.67¢ each 1.12500 1.40625 1.68750 

38.4¢ per doz; 3.20¢ each 0.93750 1.17187 1.40625 
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Table 6 gives the conditions to which individual egg production 

functions were fitted, the price ratios as determined in Table 5, the 

prof it maximizing level of feed for each price ratio, the number of 

egg• produced with the optimum feed, and the predicted months to 

produce the estimated number of eggs for each function. Those produc• 

tion functions with a negative value greater than •.00350 or with plus 

quadratic coefficients for feed squared required the use of an unreason• 

able amount of feed or the production of an infinite number of eggs. 

Since theae estimates were physically impossible, they were not 

included in the Table. The predicted months of production given in 

Table 6 were the actual months of production required to obtain the 

estimated number of eggs. In a number of cases the estimates exceeded 

the actual observations and, rather than extrapolate the time require• 

ments beyond the range of observations, these estimate• have been 

indicated with a "greater than" lign ( >). 

The optimum pound• of feed and optimum number of eggs decreased 

aa the feed•egg price ratio increased. The fir1t 13 production 

functiona summarized were for floor housing with different rates of 

culling and types of bird. The type of bird which had the largest 

opt1Dl1Dl pounds of feed and number of eggs was inconsistent. Because of 

thi1 inconaistency, it was impossible to determine which type of bird 

had a higher optianm consumption of feed and output of eggs. 

The last three production functiona summarized in Table 6 

indicated that birds in floor housing never culled had a lower optimum 

amount of feed and number of eggs than birds seldom culled or in cage 



Table 6. Profit Maximizing Level• of Feed and Number of Eggs 
per Hen under Varying Feed-Egg Price Combinations 

Optimum Optimum Predicted 
Homogeneous Price pounds number month of 
conditions ratio of feed of eggs production 

Amee birds 2.10937 37.06 75 4.3 
never culled 1.75781 62.68 124 7.6 
floor housing 1.68750 67.81 134 8.3 

1.40625 88.30 165 9.5 
1.17187 105.39 187 u.o 
1.12500 108.80 191 11.5 
0.93750 122.47 205 13.0 

DeKalb birds 2.10937 31.09 67 
never culled 1. 75781 55.57 115 
floor housing 1.68750 60.47 124 

1.40625 SO.OS 154 
1.17187 96.37 175 
1.12500 99.69 179 
0.93750 112.69 192 

Kimber birds 2.10937 93.67 232 12.5 
never culled 1.75781 128.83 312 > 14.0 
floor housing 1.68750 135.86 312 > 14.0 

1.40625 163.98 356 > 14.0 
1.17187 187.42 386 > 14.0 
1.12500 192.11 391 > 14.0 
0.93750 210.86 411 :::-14.0 

"Other' 'b irda 2.10937 44.72 113 6.2 
never culled 1. 75781 60.35 143 7.8 
floor houeing 1.68750 63.48 149 8.0 

1.40625 75.97 168 9.5 
1.17187 86.39 181 11.0 
1.12500 68.48 184 u.o 
0.93750 96.81 192 12.0 

Amee bird• 2.10937 63.64 178 7.9 
seldom culled 1.75781 81.25 212 > u.o 
floor housing 1.68750 84.77 218 :::>- U.O 

1.40625 98.86 240 / 11.0 
1.17187 110.60 255 ~ 11.0 
1.12500 112.95 258 > u.o 
0.93750 122.34 268 > u.o 
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Table 6 (continued) 

Opttmwn Optimum Predicted 
Homogeneous Price pounds number month of 
condition• ratio of feed of eggs production 

Babcock birds 2.10937 23.13 35 3.3 
seldom culled 1.75781 66.11 118 8.8 
floor housing 1.68750 74.71 133 9.8 

1.40625 109.08 186 >12.0 
1.17187 137.75 223 >12.0 
1.12500 143.47 230 >12.0 
0.93750 166.39 253 >12.0 

DelCalb birds 2.10937 17.54 67 3.8 
eeldom culled 1.75781 84.84 197 .,..12.0 
floor houeing 1.68750 98.05 220 /12.0 

1.40625 151.72 303 ?12.0 
1.17187 196.45 360 >12.0 
1.12500 205.40 . 370 ::>12.0 
o.93750 241.18 408 >12.0 

H 6: N bird1 2.10937 97.95 245 ' '> 14.0 
1eldom culled 1.75781 135.28 317 "> 14.0 
floor housing 1.68750 142.74 330 ;:> 14.0 

1.40625 172.60 376 :>14.0 
1.17187 197.47 408 >14.0 
1.12500 202.45 427 >14.0 
0.93750 222.36 435 ~14.0 

Byline bird1 2.10937 55.87 138 8.2 
seldom culled 1.75781 85.81 348 > 19.0 
floor housing 1.68750 91.80 207 14.0 

1.40625 115. 76 244 :> 19.0 
1.17187 135.72 269 719.0 
1.12500 139. 71 274 719.0 
o.93750 155.68 290 ;> 19.0 

IU.mber bird• 2.10937 71.58 170 10.2 
eeldom culled 1.75781 106.05 237 15.0 
floor housing 1.68750 112.94 249 16.2 

1.40625 140.51 292 >1s.o 
1.17187 163.49 321 >1s.o 
1.12500 168.09 326 :;::> 18.0 
0.93750 186.47 345 :;.> 18.0 
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Table 6 (continued) 

Optimum Opti111.1m Predicted 
Homogeneous Price pound a number month of 
conditione ratio of feed of eggs production 

DeKalb birds 2.10937 102.04 263 13.5 
frequently culled 1.75781 132.24 322 17.5 
floor housing 1.68750 138.27 332 >18.0 

1.40625 162.39 370 ::> 18.0 
1.17187 182.49 395 /18.0 
1.12500 186.51 400 >18.0 
0.93750 202.59 417 >18.0 

Byline bird• 2.10937 58.42 149 8.8 
frequently culled 1.75781 78.24 187 12.0 
floor houaing 1.68750 82.20 193 12.7 

1.40625 98.06 218 ::> 16.0 
1.17187 111.27 235 ;> 16.0 
1.12500 113.91 238 ;:> 16.0 
0.93750 124.48 249 / 16.0 

"Other" birds 2.10937 97.0 236 -;> 13.0 
frequently culled 1.75781 146.0 331 / 13.0 
floor housing 1.68750 156.0 348 ;:> 13.0 

1.40625 196.0 409 /13.0 
1.17187 328.0 451 /13.0 
1.12500 235.0 458 :::> 13.0 
0.93750 261.0 486 /13.0 

"All bird a" 2.10937 52.68 127 5.7 
never culled 1.75781 68.03 156 7.1 
floor housing 1.68750 71.10 162 7.5 

1.40625 83.39 181 8.9 
1.17187 93.62 194 9.8 
1.12500 95.67 196 10.0 
0.93750 103.86 205 11.0 

"All birds" 2.10937 67.27 160 8.6 
aeldoaa culled 1.75781 107.86 239 14.1 
floor houaing 1.68750 115.98 253 15.4 

1.40625 148.46 303 ;>16.0 
1.17187 175.53 338 >16.0 
1.12500 180.94 344 ?-16.0 
0.93750 202.59 365 716.0 



Table 6 (continued) 

Optillllm Optimum Predicted 
Homogeneous Price pounds number month of 
conditiona ratio of feed of egg• production 

"All birds" 2.10937 61.25 165 9.9 
cage housing 1.75781 81.98 205 12.6 

1,68750 86.13 212 13.2 
1.40625 102.71 238 15.6 
1.17187 116.63 256 >18.0 
1.12500 119.29 259 >18.0 
0.93750 130.35 270 ::::-18. 0 

housing. The predicted months of production were also fewer. suggest• 

ing that birds never culled could not have been kept in production as 

long as those birda culled or in cages if profit for the flock wa• to 

be maximized. Birds eeldom culled had a higher optimum level of 

production than never culled birds or birds in cages at all price 

ratio• except where the price of feed was higheat and price of eggs 

lowest. Frequently culled bird• were not included because the 

function was practically linear, which indicated the production of 

an infinite number of eggs. 

The pounds of feed and number of eggs given as the optin:um 

combination must be within the physical limitations of the hen before 

they are feasible. The optimum number of eggs per hen for eome ratios 

may seem high, but it would be possible to produce that many eggs per 

hen if the hens were put through a forced molt. However, additional 

coat would be incurred if the hens were carried through a molt 
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period. The additional returns from the old flock may not be as 

great aa the expected returna from replacement birds. 
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CHAPTEI. III 

ESTIMATED LABOB. UQUnwmNTS FOB. SPECU'IC '1'.ASKS, PLOCK 
SIZB, AND COMBINATIONS OF EQUIPMENT 

Feeding and Watering 

Two of the most important factors to laying hens are the feed 

and water that they receive. As well as being plentiful, feed and 

water III.lit be fresh. clean and palatable. This euggests that there 

vill be a daily chore of feeding and watering the flock or a daily 

check on automatic feeders and waterers. 

The types of equipment chosen by the individual operators may 

affect the time required to perform this chore. An operator'• choice 

may be baaed on personal preference, reconmendations of people 

affiliated with the industry, capital limitations. and/or economics 

(least cost considerations). 

One of the major purposes of this analysis was to determine if 

there were significantly different time requirement functions for 

various combinations of equipment. Three discrete variables thought 

to affect the time per 100 bird• to feed and water a flock of layers 

were teated. Theae variables represented equipment involved in 

performing the feeding and watering chore. Listed below are the 

discrete variables which were hypothesized to have the most aignif 1• 

cant effect upon the labor functions. 

A. Type of feeder 

1. Band filled 
2. Automatic (floor housing) 
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3. Both automatic and hand filled* 

B. Type of waterer 

1. Hand filled 
2. Automatic 
3. Both automatic and hand filled* 

c. Type of housing 

1. Ploor 
2. Cage 
3. Both cage and floor* 

Analyaie of variance facilitated obtaining a particular combina• 

tion of type of housing, feeder and waterer to vhich a function could 

be fitted by determining the variable which moat significantly 

affected the time to perform the chore. The observations were then 

separated and the analysis of variance continued. If another variable 

showed a eignificant effect on the time to perform the chore, the 

observation& were then separated into the cla11e1 of the next most 

eignif icant variable. The analy1i1 wa1 continued in this manner 

until there were no additional discrete variables which significantly 

affected the time to perform the chore, or there ~ere insufficient 

observatione.ll 

Table 1 ehowe that type of waterer• was the most significant 

variable affecting time to feed and water the flock. Conaequently 

*Both indicates the two types were present in an individual 
operation. 

!/Additional analysis of variance waa not applied if less than 
20 observations occurred after the observations were separated into 
the unique clasae1 of variables. 
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Table 7. Time to Feed and Water and Do Other Chores 
with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

total 274 123843400 

B.egre1aion 9 86896104 9655122 

Error 265 36947300 139423 

Mean 1 10650645 10650645 

Type feeder 2 1611832 805916 

Type house 2 432167 216083 

Type waterer 2 10003433 5001716 

Size of flock 1 2157523 2157523 

Size of floc::k2 1 362066 362066 

**Most significant at .os level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 

F 

69.250 

76.390 

5.780* 

1.549 

35.874** 

15.474 

2.596 

the observations were separated by type of waterers. The next most 

•ignificant variable and the additional analyais of variance tables 

are shown in Appendix C, Tables 7, 8 and 9. Table 8 indicatea tho 

particular combinations of equipment to which functions were fitted. 

With the equation: 

T • bo + b1 N + b2N2 + E 

where T • Time per 100 bird• to perform a chore 
N • Size of flock 
f a Unexplained error 



Table 8. Ob•ervationa with Similar Cbaracteri•tic• to Which 
Functiona Were Pitted 

Type of 
waterer• 

Type of 
feeder• 

Type of 
hou•ing Ploor* 

1/Both automatic and hand equipment employed in the •al'llB 
operation. 

*F11D.Ctiona fitted to theee observation11. 

Floor* 

the coefficient• of aultiple determination pre•ented in Table 9 were 

very low. Thi• indicated very little of the total variation :La time 

va• explained by flock •ize. Variable• in addition to tho1e teated or 

the memory biaa of the 1urvey 1chedule information apparently cau1ed 

important variationa around the predicted functiona. Therefore, very 

little reliability could be placed on the estimated functioll8. Even 

though the functioll8 ware not 1tatiatically reliable, they are illua• 

trated graphically in Figure 1. The function11 were eimilar to the 

hypothaaized 1ituation. 

Since the functions were unreliable, the average time per 100 

birds to perform the chore wa1 used in making an economic anal71ia. 

Table 9 1bowa approximately 8.2 minute• per lOO·bird1 per day were 

saved by u•ing automatic waterer• in floor housing. The value of this 



Type of: 

Table 9. Estimated Regression Coefficients Time 
Required per 100 Birds to Feed and Water 

as a Function of Flock Size* 

ReSieesion coef f icienta 
Housing Waterer Feeder bo b1 b2 a2 

Floor Hand Hand 17.64073 -0.42036 0.00112 0.29001 
(0.19424) (0.00057) 

Cage Automatic Hand 8.35403 -0.20447 0.00211 0.21467 
(0.14596) (0.00238) 

Floor Automatic Band 9.39406 -0.31997 0.00373 0.30268 
Hand (0.21011) (0.00357) 

Floor Automatic Hand 6.61137 -0.13017 0.00078 0.17259 
(0.03460) (0.00036) 

Floor Automatic Automatic 1.30995 0.01727 -0.00021 0.06671 
(0.02271) (0.00023) 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 

*t • ho + bl N + biN2 + € 

where t • Time required to feed and water in minutes per 100 birds. 
N • Flock •ize. 
€ • Unexplained error. 

No. Average 
obs. time 

25 12.41600 

19 S.45789 

17 4.62941 
J... 
Q\ • 

136 4.23014 

21 1.56623 
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amount of labor was $37.41 per year per 100 birda.!1 Approximately 

2.7 minutes per 100 birds per day were saved by using automatic 

feeders. The value of this amount of labor was $12.32 per year per 

100 birda.11 The initial investment per year for automatic waterers 

was approximately $3.80 leas per 100 birds per year than hand filled 

waterers.l/ Thie indicates that all producers should have automatic 

waterers because the initial investment was leae than for hand filled 

waterers. The initial annual investment per 100 birde for automatic 

feeder• was $4.60 more than hand feeders.!/ The value of the labor 

saved was greater than the increased investment per year. Bowever1 

if there was labor available which could not be employed in any other 

enterprise where returns would be at least as great as the $4.60 per 

100 birds, band feeders should be used. 

Gathering Eggs 

The time involved in gathering eggs is that time conaumed in 

collecting the eggs from the nests, traveling between nests, and 

getting them to the egg room regardless of its location. Probably 

llHand waterers were charged at $6.00 per year per 100 birds, hand 
feeders at $4.40 per year per 100 birds, automatic waterer& at $2.20 
per year per 100 birds 1 automatic feeders at $9.00 per year per 100 
birds. These charge• included the initial cost of the equipment for 
100 birds depreciated over a S•year period. The same charge was used 
for all flock siEea to facilitate computatiol18. Labor was charged at 
$ .75 per hour. The information for these computations was prepared 
from Why1 Cost, Return.a. How of Improved Poultry House Environment. 
Bulletin 269, Agricultural Extension Service, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute. Blacksburg, Virginia, retail price list• and unpublished 
paper• prepared and furnished by Mr. D. D. Bragg. 



from one•third to two•thirds of the time spent gathering eggs is 

spent traveling from neat to nest or from one group of nests to 

another and then to the egg room. Proper building arrangement, nest 

arrangement and chore planning could probably eliminate several 

minutes from the total time to gather eggs. 

To aid in obtaining as nearly accurate time for the production 

periods as possible, the time to gather eggs was separated into four 

distinct time periods based on the percentage rate of lay. The first 

month waa considered the "beginning of production period." 'nle 

second month was considered the period "between the beginning and 

peak of production." The third, fourth, fifth and sixth months were 

aseumed to constitute the "peak of production." The aeventh, eighth, 

ninth, tenth, and eleventh months were considered the period between 

the "peak of production and the end of production." The twelfth, 

thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth months constituted the "period 

near the end of production." The two "between periods" were consid• 

ered one time period. 

The time to gather eggs was hypothesized to be affected by the 

three discrete variables listed below: 

A. Type of nests 

1. Individual 
2. Colony 
3. Individual and colony 
4. Individual and cage 
5. Colony and cage 
6. Cage 
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B. Number of time& eggs gathered in the sunmer 

1. One 
2. 'ho 
3. Three 
4. Four 
5. live 

c. Number of times egga gathered in the winter 

1. One 
2. Two 
3. Three 
4. Four 
5. Five 

An analysis of variance was applied to each time period. The 

analyais in Tables 10 and 11 indicated that the type of neats used 

waa the moat significant variable affecting the time required to 

gather eggs in the beginning and end of the production period. Table 

12 shows that the number of times eggs gathered in the 1wnmer was the 

most significant variable affecting the time to gather eggs in the 

period claHified as "between." Table 13 indicate• that there were 

no discrete variables which had a significant effect on the time to 

gather the eggs in the peak of production period. 

When the observations in the "beginning11 and "end" of production 

periods ~ere separated by type of neat, it vas noted that individual 

and cage nests. and colony and cage nests had an insufficient number 

of observations to apply additional analy1is of variance or to fit a 

function through the uae of leaat 1quares regre1sion analysis. 

Therefore, those observations containing the type of neat• mentioned 

above were excluded from the study. Individual and colony nest•• 

colony nests, and cage nests did not have a sufficient number of 
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observations to apply additional analysis of variance to each 

individual group. therefore, least squares regression analysis was 

applied to those observations without further analyaia of variance. 

Individual nests had sufficient observations to apply additional 

analy1i1 of variance. 

Table 10. Time to Gather Egga at Beginning or Near lO'J. 
Production with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.£. Suma of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 183 3408500 

Regression 16 26271910 1641994 35.094 

Error 167 7813490 46787 

Mean 1 4768587 4768587 101.920 

Type of nests 5 1029883 205976 4.402** 

Number times 
gathered summer 4 184564 46141 .986 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 490255 122563 2.619* 

Size of flock 1 830934 830934 17.759 

Size of flock2 l 507190 507190 10.840 

**Most aignificant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 



Table 11. Time to Gather Eggs Near the End of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sum1 of Squares Mean Squares ., 
Total 178 55396800 

Regreslion 16 46671422 2916963 54.157 

Error 162 8725378 53860 

Mean 1 8517513 8517513 158.140 

Type of ne1ta 5 810724 162144 3.010** 

Number time• 
gathered suimner 4 407710 101927 1.892 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 515807 128951 2.394* 

She of flock 1 2146861 2146861 39.859 

Size of flock2 l 1693438 1693438 31.441 

**Moat significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 



Table 12. Time to Gather Egge at Period Between Peak and End 
of Production with All Variable• Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Swu of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 204 69548000 

Regression 16 58172627 3635789 60.088 

Error 188 11375373 60507 

Mean 1 11370043 11370043 187.911 

Type of nee ts 5 696281 139256 2.301* 

Number times 
gathered summer 4 643746 160936 2.659** 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 402953 100738 1.664 

Size of flock 1 1904842 1904842 31.481 

Size of flock2 l 816224 816224 13.489 

**Moet significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 13. Time to Gather Eggs at Peak of Production with 
All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Square• Mean Squares F 

Total 209 106432900 

Regresaion 16 88485553 5530347 59.471 

Error 193 17947350 92991 

Mean l 14343921 14348921 154.303 

Type of neat• 5 774392 154878 1.665 

Number time& 
gathered su111Der 4 445701 111425 1.198 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 624563 156140 1.679 

Size of flock 1 3250734 3250734 34.957 

Size of flock2 1 2049146 2049146 22.035 
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Appendix C, Tables 14 through 22, show that when additional 

analysis of variance was applied to those observations with individual 

nests, number of times gathered in the winter had a significant effect 

on the time to gather eggs in the beginning of production, and the 

number of times gathered in the summer had a significant effect on 

the time to gather eggs at the end of production. 

In order to calculate a weighted function for a whole production 

period• it was necessary to have the same discrete variables for each 

function in each time period. Thia made adjustments necessary. There 

were very few observations with eggs gathered a different number of 

times in the winter and suamer. Based on these few observations and 

result• of a previous study which stated: "There is little variation 

in the number of times per day eggs are gathered in winter and summer 

by producers with floor flocka, 11!/ the number of times gathered in 

winter and summer for "beginning" and "end" of production was disregarded. 

Because of the need for the same variables in each function, the 

following adjustments in the ''between" period were also made. The 

observations were separated by type of nests instead of number of 

times gathered in the summer since "beginning" period and "end" period 

had type of neat as the most significant variable. Summer and winter 

gathering was combined on the same basis as in the "beginning" and 

"end" period. 

11Paul T. Blair and John c. Sims• Production and Marketin.g Prac• 
tices of Cage and Floor Egg Producers in Mississippi. Bulletin 557, 
January 1958, Mississippi State College, Agriculture Experiment Station. 
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The weighted function was calculated after the regreseion 

analysis was run so that aa many observations a1 possible could be 

used in each time period. There were many survey schedules which did 

not have information for each time period. If ·a weighted time was 

calculated for each eurvey schedule. many observations would have 

been eliminated because of a lack of complete information. 

Function• were fitted to those observationa with similar 

characteristics given in Table 14. The least squares regression 

analysie function& were fitted with time as a function of flock 

aize. They show the effect that bird numbers had on the time per 

100 birds to gather the eggs when various type• of nest were used 

and various numbers of gatherings per day were made. After these 

functions were estimated, a weighted function, using the percentage 

of the full production period involved for each time period, was 

calculated. Figure 6 indicates that there was less than one minute 

difference in the time per 100 birds to gather eggs regardless of 

flock size. Tbe1e functions were also very similar to those illus• 

trated in Figure 7 for cage and both individual and colony nesta•• 

Jr...£:., there was a fairly sharp decrease in time per 100 birds until 

a 3•000 bird flock size was reached, at this point time requirements 

tended to level of£ or increased. The weighted average time per 100 

birds listed in Table 15 shows very little actual difference between 

types of neats or number of times gathered. Appendix D, Table 1, 

gives the values before they were weighted. 
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Table 14. Production Periods and Observations with Similar 
Characteristics to Which Functions Were Fitted 

Period of 
production 

Type of 
nests 

Number of times 
gathered 

Beginning....,~-==------~Individual--------2* 3* 4* 
~ ------.. Individual and 

colony -------~Undetermined* 
Colony--------~Undetermined* 

Cage ----------Undetermined* 

Peak ------------J Undetermined ------ Undetermined* 

Between -~=====--------~Individual-------.-,2* 3* 4* 
~ ------.. Individual and 

colony --------Undetermined* 
Colony ----------1 Undetermined* 
Cage ----------Undetermined* 

End ...._~;;:=:=::----------1 Individual-------- 2* 3* 4* 
individual and 
colony-------~ Undetermined* 

Colony Undetermined* 
Cage Undetermined* 

*Functions fitted to these observations. 
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Table 15. Average Minutes per Day per 100 Birds to Gather 
Eggs, by Type of Nest 

Gatherings 
per day 

Gathered 2 

Individual 

4.93 

Gathered 3 4.94 

Gathered 4 5.51 

Individual 
and colony 

6.17 

Colony Cage 

5.19 s.os 

The coefficients of nultiple determination for cage and individual 

and colony nests had an average coefficient of multiple determination 

for the four time periods which was very small. The low a2'a 

indicated that very little reliability could be placed on the 

estimated functions. Therefore, the average minutes per 100 birds 

were accepted ae the moat reliable estimates. 

Even though the average time seemed insignificant between types 

of nests or number of gatherings, the analyei1 of variance indicated 

that the means of the observations for the different classes were 

significantly different. Labor equalling 0.57 minute per day or 

3.47 hours per year per 100 birds and valued at $2.60 was eaved when 

eggs were gathered three times instead of four.!/ However, there was 

no comparison of the quality of eggs vhen gathered three times per 

day or four times per day. 

!!tabor wa1 valued at $.75 per hour. 
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Table 16 provides a sumnary of the amount and value of the labor 

saved by using different nests. The differences between individual, 

colony, and cage nests were so small as to be economically 

insignificant. 

Table 16. Labor Savings per 100 Birds for Specified Types 
of Nests Compared to Requirements of the Combination 

Individual and Colony Neats 

Neats used instead 'time saved Value of labor 
of .. individual and Minutes per Hours per saved per year 

colony'' day year at $0.75 per hour 

Individual 1.23 7 .t.a $5.61 

cage 1.09 6.63 4,97 

Colony 0.98 5.96 4.47 

Disregarding flock size, individual or colony nests cost approx• 

imately $8.60 per year per 100 birds and cages cost approximately 

$27.00 per year per 100 birds,!/ assuming that cages were used for 

nesting purposes only.!:./ The cage nests were $18.40 more expensive 

per 100 birds per year than individual and colony nests. 'l'hia 

1/Equipment was depreciated over a five•year period. Informa-
tion for these calculations was taken from unpublished papers 
furnished by Mr. D. D. Bragg of v. P. I. 1 Poultry Department • 

. ~/other reasons for cage use will be discussed in the following 
sections. All the cost for cages is not for nesting alone. 



indicated that the u1e of cages for nesting purpoees only was more 

expensive than the use of individual and colony nests since the value 

of labor eaved waa only $4.47. The reeults also indicated that the 

use of a combination of individual and colony nests would require 

more labor per 100 birds. therefore individual or colony nests should 

be employed separately. The possibility exists that random variation 

could have caused the difference for the time between the type• of 

neats 1ioce only 20 observations for individual and colony nests were 

available. 

Cleaning and Packing Eggs 

Cleaning, eorting, and packing the eggs is a process done 

primarily for consumer acceptability of the eggs and to meet health 

1tandards~ The cleaning equipment in this study varied from a damp 

cloth, to inexpensive bucket washers, to the more expensive basket 

type immer1ion washers. Eggs were sorted either by hand or machines 

of varying capacity and packed in dozen cartons or 30 dozen cases. 

The discrete variables and 1ubsequent 1ubcla1se1 li1ted below were 

hypothesized to affect the time to clean and pack the eggs. 

A. How the eggs were cleaned 

1. Mechanical 
2. By hand 

B. Percent of the eggs cleaned 

1. All (5li or more) 
2. SO"'L or less 
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c. Sorted for 1ize (if and how) 

1. Rone 
2. By hand 
3. By 1mall machine (under 2400 egg• per hour) 
4. By large machine (2400•3200 egg• per hour) 

D. Percent of egg• packed in dozen cartoD8 

1. None (24% or less) 
2. 25•75" 
3. All (761 or more) 

I. Type of ne1t1 u1ed 

1. Individual 
2. Individual and colony 
3. Colony 
4. Colony and cage 
s. Individual and cage 
6. cage 

The production period wa1 again divided into four time period• 

a1 in the ca1e of gathering egg1. An analy118 of variance wa1 run 

for each time period to determine which of the afore1aid variable• 

bad the mo1t 1ign:tficant effect on the time to clean and pack egga. 

Tbi8 analy1:l.1 indicated that how th.: c.:..:;g1 were cleaned (mechanically 

Or by hand) Wal the IDDlt lignlf icant variable affecting the time 

requirement• in every time period. See Table• 17, 18, 19 and 20. 

The ob1ervatioD8 were 1eparated into tho1e where producer• 

cleaned eggs by hand and thoae where producer• cleaned egge by 

machine. An analy1i1 of variance was applied to these two groups to 

determine whether or not the other discrete variable• had a 1ignifi• 

cant effect on the time to clean and pack egg1. Thia process of 

testing waa continued and observatioD8 were 1tratified into the 

classes indicated in Appendix C, Tables 27 through 47. 
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Table 17. Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production 
with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 181 56994400 

Regre&1ion 14 38337424 2738387 24.511 

Error 167 18656976 111718 

Mean 1 466285 4666285 41.768 

How egge 
are cleaned 1 622335 622335 5.570* 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 112802 112802 1.009 

Type of 
nests uaed 5 577633 115526 1.034 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 155777 77888 .697 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 86047 43023 .385 

Size of flock 1 500542 500542 4.480 

Size of flock.2 1 158351 158351 1.417 

*Significant at .05 level. 



Table 18. Time to Clean and Pack Egge at Peak of Production with 
All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sume of Squares Mean Squares F 

total 208 231737200 

RegreHion 15 180636440 12042429 45.482 

Error 193 51100760 264770 

Mean 1 22251537 22251537 84.040 

Row eggs 
are cleaned 1 2019156 2019156 7.626* 

Percent of 
egg1 cleaned 1 407637 407637 1.539 

Type of 
neats used 5 1139603 227920 .860 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 832365 416182 1.571 

If 1orted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 448996 149665 .565 

Size of flock 1 3329473 3329473 12.574 

Size of flock2 l 7219707 7219707 27.267 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 19. Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and 
End of Production with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 202 134856000 

RegreHion 15 103825850 6921723 

Error 187 31030150 165936 

Mean l 13030339 13030339 

How eggs are 
cleaned l 707174 707174 

Percent of 
egga cleaned l 8776 8776 

Type of 
neats uaed 5 120168 24033 

Percent packed in 
dozen cartons 2 1199265 599632 

If aorted for size 
and aize of 
me.chine used 3 759178 253059 

Size of flock 1 1678073 1678073 

Size of flock2 1 870139 870139 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 

F 

41. 713 

78.525 

4.261** 

.052 

.144 

3.613* 

1.525 

10.112 

s.243 
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Table 20. Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Period near End of 
Production with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sum1 of Squares Mean Square• F 

Total 176 107980000 

llegre11ion 14 86698442 6192745 47.140 

Error 162 21281560 131367 

Mean 1 15315975 15315975 116.588 

How eggs 
are cleaned 1 1368074 1368074 10.414** 

Percent of 
egga cleaned l 85848 85848 .653 

Type of nests 5 959170 191834 1.460 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 915133 457566 3.483* 

If sorted for 
size and aize 
of machine uHd 2 316210 158105 1.203 

Size of flock l 2449048 2449048 18.642 

Size of flock2 l 1253954 1253954 9.545 

**Kost significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .os level. 
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When the observations with hand washed eggs were separated into 

those with all eggs cleaned and those with less than 50 percent 

cleaned, it was noted that less than 50 percent cleaned had an 

insufficient number of observations to apply additional analysis of 

variance or to fit a function through the use of least squares 

regression analysis. There were insufficient observations to apply 

additional analysia of variance to the observations with all eggs 

cleaned, but there were a 1uff icient number in the "peak of production11 

to fit a least squares regression function. 

Dividing the observations with mechanically washed eggs between 

thoae with all eggs cleaned and those with 50 percent or leas of the 

eggs cleaned, left an insufficient number of observations in the 50 

percent or less category to apply additional analysis of variance or 

to fit a regre11ion function. This left only those observations with 

all egga mechanically cleaned. 

The same situation arose as in the case of gathering eggs; 

fitting a function to all time periods with the same variables was 

necessary in order to calculate a weighted function. Thi• made it 

necessary to decide which variables were con1istently most important. 

An in1pection of the observation1 indicated that there were only a 

very few observations with egg1 being packed in dozen cartons or 

being aorted for size. Type of nests used was significant in two 

time periods and had a sufficient number of observation• for each 

major type of nest to make weighted functions feasible. Therefore, 

a least squares function was estimated using the observations with 



all eggs mechanically cleaned and various types of neat. Table 21 

present• the discrete claaae& to which f unctione for cleaning and 

packing were fitted. 

Table 21, Production Periods and Obeervations with Similar 
Characteri1tic1 to Which Function& Were Fitted 

Period of 
production 

How eggs were 
cleaned 

Percent of eggs 
cleaned 

Type of neat1 
used 

Beginning ~-~Mechanically ____ _,All .......,~=-----Individual* 
Colon:y* 
Individual 

and colony* 

Peak ~Band All~ Individ.ual* 
----_, Mechanical ------tAll ~Colony* 

Individual 
and colonY* 

Between----1 Mechanical------ All ~Cage* 
Individual* 
Colony* 
Individual 

and colonY* 

End------4Mechanical------t All -~-=---------i Individual* 
ColonY* 
Individual 

and colony* 

*Functions fitted to these observations. 

The estimated regression coefficients, the coefficients of 

1111ltiple determination, and average time for each time period are 

included in Appendix D, Table 2. The coefficient• of nultiple 

determination were not of sufficient size to accept the regression 
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functiona as reliable estimates. However. the results of the esti• 

mated functions are presented in Figure 8. A weighted average time 

for the four production periods was used instead to develop an economic 

anal ya ii. 

The weighted average time given in Table 22 indicated that 

producers who employed individual nests used less labor per 100 birds 

than producers who used individual and colony ne1t1. colony nests. or 

cagea. A significant difference in the time required to clean eggs 

from individual and colony nests was not expected. Also. if the cage 

egg racks are kept clean. egga from caged birds are expected to 

require leas time to clean since the nature of cages allows the egg 

to move from the confines of the hen where dirt and 1mears are 

uaually accumulated. 

Table 22. Weighted Average Minute• per Day per 100 Birds 
to Clean and Pack Eggs 

How cleaned Percent cleaned type nest Average minute• 

Mechanically All Individual 6.35 
Mechanically All Individual 

and colony 6.64 
Mechanically AU Colony 7.43 
Mechanically All Cage 7.45 
Band (peak of 
period only) All Undetermined 13.98 

The values given in table 23 are for labor only. Since neats 

were a cost item in both gathering eggs and cleaning and packing eggs, 

an arbitrary eeparation of the annual cost could not be made. 
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The initial inveatment and labor value• for both chorea combined were 

computed. The initial investment for cage• included the aection of 

automatic waterer• and hand feeder• for the individual cage. The 

inveatment per year per 100 bird• for individual and colony neat• 

were calculated ae equal. The annual investment per 100 bird• for 

cagea waa $18.40 greater than the individual or colony ne1t1. 

The combined value of labor saved while gathering and cleaning 

and packing eggs when individual nests inatead of individual and 

colony neats were in uae wae $6.93 per 100 bird• annually. The 

combined value of labor aaved while gathering and cleaning and pack• 

ing eggs, when individual ne1t1 were in use inatead of colony neats, 

waa $4.93 per 100 bird• per year. Labor for gathering and cleaning 

and packing egga, with a value of $5.02, waa aaved per year per 100 

bird• by uaing individual neat• in.stead of cagea. The labor saved 

while gathering eggs when colony neat• were in uae had a value of 

$0.861 and when cage• were in u1e bad a value of $1.28, more than 

the labor 1aved while cleaning and packing egg• when individual and 

colony ne1t1 ware in Ula in1tead of colony ne1t1 or cage1. However, 

cage• offer other facilitie1 which 1111at be conaidered, while ne1t1 

are confined to the effect they have on the gathering and cleaning 

and packing chorea. 

Cleaning Hou1e and Equipment 

Cleaning the houae and equipment at the end of the production 

period con1umed the greate1t amount of continuous labor. The time of 



Type of 
nest as 
basis for 
comparison 

Individual and 
colony nests 

Colony nests 
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Table 23. Labor Savings per 100 Birds for Specified Types 
of Nests Compared to Requirements 

for Each Other Type of Nest 

Time saved byµae of 
Individual Individual and 

nests 
Minutes Hours 
per day per year 

0.29 1.76 

1.08 6.59 

1.10 6.69 

colony nests 
Minutes Hours 
per day per year 

0.79 

0.81 

4.81 

4.92 

Value of labor saved per year 
bv use of 

Individual Individual and 
nests colony nests 

$1.32 

4.93 

5.02 

$3.61 

3.69 

• ...., 
\;.> • 



year in which this cleaning occurred varied between individual 

producer• eince they did not all sell their old flock at the same 

time of the year. The process of cleaning house• al10 varied between 

individuals becau1e of the type of house, the type of floor, the type 

of equipment ueed, and the number of times the house wa1 cleaned per 

year. 

Listed below are the variable• and the classes within the 

variables which were thought po11ibly to affect the cleaning time. 

A. Type of housing 

1. Cage 
2. Floor 

B. Type of floor 

1. Concrete 
2. Wood 
3. Dirt 
4. "Other" (other than concrete, wood or dirt, but is most 

likely a combination of concrete, wood, or dirt) 

c. Type of equipment 

1. Pit cleaner and manure spreader 
2. ~ractor 1 scoop and apreader (floor houaing) 
3. Shovel the manure and litter into a spreader outside of 

the building 
4. Drive through the building and shovel manure and litter 

into spreader 
s. Shovel and wheelbarrow 

Type of house waa considered important because cage houaea have 

litter depoaited in rows under the cagea and the hens are unable to 

tramp and pack the litter. Furthermore, some cage houaea are seldom 

completely empty since new hen• are continually added as others are 

culled out. Type of floor could possibly affect cleaning time by the 

ease with which manure wa1 separated from the flooring. Concrete 



floors, and wood floors to a leaser extent, could be washed down 

where it is not feasible to wash dirt floors. Pit cleaners remove 

the manure daily or periodically and little physical handling of 

litter is involved. Since producers gave their manure away to get 

the houses cleaned the value of the manure was the only cost of 

cleaning. 

An analysis of variance was applied to determine which of the 

above discrete variables had the most significant effect on the time 

to clean the house and equipment. The analysis of variance in Table 

24 showed the type of equipment used in cleaning the house to be the 

most significant variable. Thus, the observations were separated 

into the five classes of equipment. Neither the use of a pit 

cleaner nor wheelbarrows had a sufficient number of observations to 

apply additional analysis of variance or fit a regression function. 

The possible importance of pit cleaners, however, warranted plotting 

the mean of the observations so that some comparison with other 

types of equipment could be made. 

Additional analyses of variance were applied to the remaining 

classes of equipment. Appendix C, Tables 49 and 50 indicated that 

only the variable "tractor, scoop and spreader" showed an effect by 

the type of floor on the time to clean the house. 

A regression analysis was performed to determine the effect 

~hich size of flock had on time per 100 birds to clean the house and 

equipment at the end of the production period for the discrete 

variables listed in Table 25. 



Table 24. Time to Clean House and Equipment at End of Production 
Period With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 255 54183491 

l.egresaion 14 4032621900 288044420 50.095 

Error 241 1385727200 5749905 

Mean 1 453771430 453771430 78.918 

Type of equipment 
used 6 695685500 115947760 20.165* 

Type of houae 2 13012692 6506346 1.131 

Type of floor 3 6662167 2220722 .386 

Size of flock l 25974570 25974570 4.517 

Size of flock2 1 10184158 10184158 1.771 

*Moat significant at .05 level. 

The average times per 100 birds were again accepted as the best 

estimates since the very low coefficients of n:ultiple determination 

given in Table 26 and the extreme values illustrated graphically in 

Figure 9 occurred. 

The average time given in Table 26 indicated that there was 

more time spent where the litter and manure were ehoveled into a 

1preader outside the house than when the spreader was driven through 

the house or a tractor and scoop were used. The average time for 

cleaning by driving through the building and shoveling the litter 
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Table 25. Observations with Similar Characteristics to Which 
Regression Functions Were Fitted 

Type of 
equipment 

Type of 
housing 

Type of 
floor 

Shovel litter 

Floor* 

*Functions fitted to these observations. 

Tractor, scoop 
and spreader 

I Floor 

di~ar"* 

into a spreader was practically the same as for the use of a tractor 

and scoop. The tractor and scoop were expected to have consumed less 

time. However, the close averages were not unreasonable as the 

physical layout of the buildings could have caused the time to be of 

similar magnitude. The pit cleaners required the least average time, 

as waa expected. However, the type of pit cleaner could not be 

determined from the survey schedule information. 

The value of labor saved per 100 birds by driving through the 

buildings over shoveling litter into a spreader outside the building 

was $.94; by a pit cleaner instead of shoveling the litter out of the 

building and into a spreader was $2.72; and by a pit cleaner instead 

of driving through the building and shoveling the litter into a 

spreader was $1.79 per 100 birds per production period.l/ 

!/Labor valued at $.75 per hour. The average production period 
for this study was assumed to be approximately one year. 



Table 26. Estimated Regression Coefficients 

Time Required to Clean the Hou1e and Equipment as a Junction 
of Flock Size* 

Average 
minutes 

Homogeneous No. per 
variables bo b1 b2 a2 obs. 100 birds 

Shovel litter 
into spreader 33.19620 -0.20633 0.00049 0.03769 157 284.6496 

(0.11939) (0.00072) 

Drive through 
and shovel on 
spreader 27.18196 -0.80528 0.00540 0.23751 27 209. 7777 

(0.42416) (0.00445) 

Tractor and 
scoop used on 
other type of 19.82434 0.08457 -0.00034 0.12616 10 206.5000 
floor (0.22354) (0.00064) 

Tractor and 
scoop used on 
dirt floor 39.61791 •l.14881 0.01394 0.27273 17 204.5294 

(0.50402) (0.00644) 

Pit cleaner 
(Type unknown) 5 66.90 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 

*T • bo + b1N2 + € 

where T m Time required to clean the houae and equipment in 
minutes per 100 birds. 

N • Plock size 
E • Unexplained error 
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The capital requirements for cleaning equipment could not be 

determined from 1urvey schedule information because the tractor and 

spreader were probably used for other purpose•, with poultry litter 

removal a1 a secondary chore in many instances. However, the follow• 

ing is an estimate of the capital investment per 100 birds per year 

for a pit cleaner for various sized flocks.!/ 

Capital investment per 100 birds per yearl/ Size of flock 

$12.60 
6.60 
4.60 
3.80 
3.00 
2.80 
2.50 
2.20 
2.00 
1.90 
1.80 

1000 
2000 
3000 
4000 
5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 
9000 

10000 
11000 

These estimates show that the value of the labor saved per year 

per 100 birds by using a pit cleaner instead of shoveling the litter 

out of the building into a spreader was not equal to the additional 

coet of a pit cleaner unless approximately 6300 birds were kept. 

With a flock of this size or greater the additional cost of a pit 

cleaner would be covered by the amount of labor saved per 100 birds 

per year. The flock size needed before the value of labor saved with 

the use of a pit cleaner instead of driving through the building and 

shoveling the litter into a spreader would be greater than 11,000 

!l1nformation obtained from a retail price list. 

1:/Pit cleaner depreciated over a lO•year period. 
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birda because the value of the labor saved by using a pit cleaner was 

only $1.79 per 100 birds. 



CHAP.rill IV 

SUMMAllY 

There ie a need for actual farm input•output data for farm 

management use. Parmer•• feed dealer1, banker1 1 county agente 1 and 

othere concerned vith the well•being of the farm 1ector need·input• 

output data to help them plan for and adjust to changing conditione. 

Thia atudy waa undertaken to help eupply needed information to 

commercial egg producera. 

In tbia 1tudy farm data on the complete operation of commercial 

egg production were collected in the major egg producing countiee of 

Virginia. The information included the management practice• and the 

equipment involved in performing the several chores during various 

etagee of production. In addition, monthly feed and egg records for 

a full production period were obtained from those producers willing 

to cooperate. Twenty•eight completed records were received from 

producera and 44 additional records were received from feed dealers 

who had flocka under a feed•egg contract. The production records 

contained the pounds of feed fed and the number of egg• produced for 

one full production period. 

The feed•egg production records were used to fit production 

function& using eggs aa a function of feed. Least aquarea regression 

procedure• were applied to particular combinations of discrete 

variable• as determined by analysis of variance teats. '111e analysis 

of variance was applied to determine if there were a 1ignificant 



difference in egg production when different management practices 

and equipment were employed. 

Profit maximizing levels of feed and eggs were obtained by 

setting the derivative of the quadratic production function equal 

to the feed•egg price ratios and then solving the derivative, given 

specific feed and egg prices. 

The labor was divided into the particular chores involved in a 

commercial egg operation. These chores included feeding and water• 

ing the bird1, gathering eggs 1 cleaning and packing eggs, and 

cleaning the house and equipment. Analysis of variance was applied 

to the observations to determine if management practices or the 

type of equipment affected the time to perform the specific chore. 

The labor requirements for specific tasks, flock size and 

combinations of equipment were estimated in a manner similar to the 

feed•egg productions. Least squares regression analysis of time 

per 100 birds to perform a specific chore as a function of flock 

size was applied to specific combinations of equipment. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of feed•egg production records indicated that there 

were different egg production functions for cage housed birds and 

floor housed birds which were culled at different frequencies. '!be 

cage housed birds showed a greater number of eggs per bird with equal 

amounts of feed until 226 egga were produced per hen. Production 

beyond 226 eggs indicated that more eggs were produced by the 

frequently culled birds in floor housing. If cage buildings and 

equipment are in use the greater number of eggs per bird with equal 

quantities of feed should be of 1uff icient value to cover the addi• 

tional cost. 

The building cost per year for cage birds was 2.3 cents per 

bird greater than the building cost for floor housed birds.11 The 

investment per bird per year was 7.2 cents more for cages than for 

automatic waterera, automatic feeders and individual nesta. Invest• 

ment per bird per year for cages was a.o cents more than for hand 

waterere, hand feeder&, and individual neats.!/ 

1/Building costs were calculated from initial capital require• 
ments for buildings as given in the survey schedule. Buildings were 
depreciated over a 20•year period. 

!/individual neats were used since they abowed an advantage 
over colony nests in all tests. Cage costs included automatic 
waterer& and hand filled feeders. 
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Labor, with a value of 37.4 cents per bird per year was saved 

by using automatic waterer& instead of hand filled waterera. Labor 

for gathering and cleaning and packing eggs, with an annual value 

of S.O cents per bird, was saved when individual neats were used 

instead of cages. Labor for feeding and watering, with a value of 

12.3 cents per bird per year, was saved by using automatic feeders 

instead of band feeders. 

These values indicated that cage buildings and cages had 26.7 

cents more investment and labor per bird per year than did floor 

hou1ing1 automatic feeders, automatic waterer& and individual nests. 

Cage buildings and cages had 22.l cents less investment and labor 

cost per bird per year than did floor housing, hand filled waterers, 

hand filled feeders and individual nests. This difference was due to 

the 37.4 cents worth of labor saved per bird per year by using the 

automatic waterer• on the cages instead of the hand filled waterer& 

in the floor housing. 

The only feed•egg price combination which provided an optimum 

number of eggs per bird for caged birds above floor housed birds 

with automatic equipment that would justify the use of caged birds 

was 4.5 cents per pound for feed and 25.6 cents per dozen for eggs. 

With thie price combination cage birds produced approximately 15 more 

eggs per bird than floor housed birds over a period of 9.9 months. 

The value of the additional eggs was more than the additional cost 

of cage housing, equipment and labor. 
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The following optimum numbers of eggs per hen with the several 

feed•egg price ratios would have made cage housing and cages more 

profitable than floor housing, hand filled waterers, band filled 

feeder1 1 individual neats, and equal quantities of feed: 205 eggs 

per hen with the feed•egg price combination of 3.75 cents per pound 

for feed and 25.6 cents per dozen for eggs; 212 eggs per hen with 

the feed•egg price combination of 4.5 cents per pound for feed and 

32 cents per dozen for eggs; 238 eggs per hen with the feed•egg price 

combination of 3.0 cents per pound for feed and 25.6 cents per dozen 

for eggs. Functions with the optimum number of eggs for cage opera• 

tions greater than those previously given could not be determined to 

be more or less expensive than floor housing without extrapolating 

the functions given in Figure 1. 

Only four caged flocks were included in the f eed•egg records 

returned. However, experimental data have shown that for a 10-month 

production period cage housed birds produced more eggs per bird than 

those kept in floor hou1ing. Caged birds required 0.118 pound less 

feed to produce a dozen eggs than did the floor housed birds.!/ The 

results of the present study show that for 165 eggs approximately 

0.581 pound lea1 feed was required to produce a dozen egga by caged 

birds than floor housed birds. 

lla. B. Bailey, J. H. Quisenberry and J. Taylor, "A Comparison 
of Layer• in Cage and Floor Housing," .P.ou_l_t_r_y.__S_c_ie_n_c_e_... Volume 38, 
Number 31 May 1959. 
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Type of bird under different frequency of culling in floor hous• 

ing showed different egg production functions for equal amounts of 

feed. However, a particular type of bird did not consistently 

produce more eggs for a given quantity of feed under different rates 

of culling. Thua, variables other than the discrete variables tested 

in this study caused differences in the production functions. There• 

fore, no attempt was made to determine the moat efficient type of 

bird or the moat efficient frequency of culling for a particular type 

of bird. 

The least squares regreasion functions for labor suggested that 

flock 1ize did have some effect on the time to perform various chores. 

However, the very low coefficients of lllllltiple determination show that 

very little of the variation in labor required, when functions were 

estimated from the data being used, could be explained by flock size. 

Therefore, the average time per 100 birds to perform specific chores 

waa used. 

Table 27 presents the least time and the maximum time required 

to perform epecific chores when particular combinations of equipment 

were employed in floor housing. The time requirements per 100 birds 

in cage housing are also listed. The total 12 months chore time in a 

floor house ranged from a minimum of 81.39 hours to a maxi!l1lJD of 

163.00 hours. The total 12 months chore time using cage housing was 

110.54 hours. These time requirements indicated that the type of 

equipment used greatly affected the time to perform chores with the 

largest difference when automatic feeders and waterer& were used. 



Table 27. Combinations of Equipment with the Least and Most Time 
per 100 Birds Required to Perform Chores 

Least time Most time 
Type of housing minutes hours Type of minutes hours Type of 

and chore per day per year equipment per day per year equipment 

Floor 
Feeding and Automatic feeders Hand feeders 
watering 1.57 9.53 and waterers 12.42 75.53 and waterera 

Individual nest. 
eggs gathered 2 Colony and 

Gathering eggs 4.93 29.99 times per day 6.17 37.53 Individual nests 

Mechanical 
Cleaning and Mechanical washers• washers. 
packing 6.35 38.63 individual nests 7.43 45.20 colony nests • (Q 

00 
I 

Shoveling 
Clean house litter into 
and equipment 3.24 Tractor and scoop 4.74 spreader 

Total 12.85 81.39 26.02 163.00 

Cage 
Feeding and Automatic waterers 
watering 5.46 33.20 and hand feeders 

Gathering eggs s.os 30.90 Cages 

Cleaning and 
packing eggs 7.45 45.32 Mechanical washers 

Cleaning house 1.12 Pit cleaner (type unknown) 
Total 17.99 110.54 



The previous di1cussion of equipment u1ed 1 labor required, and 

eggs produced ahowed that, when the opti111Jm number of egga per bird 

were produced for the price combination8 used, automatic feedera, 

automatic waterer•, and individual neeta in floor houaing should have 

been employed except with one price combination. 

Compared to the Plaxicol/ 1tudy1 the present etudy indicated a 

significant decreaae in labor requirement• between 1946 and 1960. The 

1946•1947 study estimated an annual labor requirement of 260.8 hours 

per 100 birds, compared to a maximm of 163 and a minialJm of 81 hours 

in the present 1tudy (see Table 28). The results of a more recent 

study at Virginia Polytec~nic Institute releaaed in an April 29, 1964 

0 Newaletter" showed that 41 to 42 minutes per bird per year were 

required to take care of a flock of birds in floor housing where 

mechanical feeders and waterer• were employed and egga were gathered 

by hand, compared to an estimated 49 minutes in this 1tudy.!I The 

"Neweletter" abo etated that approximately 43 minutes per bird were 

required to care for •ingle•decked•caged birda compared to approxi• 

mately 66 minutes here. These comparisons augge1t that the larger 

number of ob1ervationa for the floor housing may have resulted in a 

better e1timate than the fewer obaervationa available for caged birds. 

l1Jame1 s. Plaxico, t'he Lay&ng Hen Epterprise, Coste. and leturn1, 
1946•47. Bulletin 4381 Virginia Agricultural Experimental Station1 
Black1burg1 Virginia. 

Y ... "Chore Time lleduced in Environmental Controlled Houses," 
V.P.I. Neweletter, ·April 29, 1964, Blacksburg, Virginia. 
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However, the number of observations included in the study with the 

resulta presented in the ''Newsletter" were not given. Thia could 

possibly have accounted for part of the difference in the time 

requirements between the recent news release and the results obtained 

in this study. 

Table 28. Labor Requirements for Chores per 100 Birds per Year 
Compared to Plaxico's 1946•47 Study Results 

Houri per 100 Hours per 100 
Chore birds 1 1960 birds 1 1946•42 

Mini111.1m Maximum Average 

Daily chores 
(feeding, watering, 
gathering eggs) 39.52 113.06 198.70 

Handling eggs 38.63 45.20 47.60 

Cleaning houses 3.24 4. 74 14.50 

Total 81.39 163.00 260.80 

The a218 for all regression functions estimated for the labor 

data were very small. Either variables other than those being 

tested significantly affected the answers, or the random variation in 

the data received were causing them to be unreliable. It was believed 

that the latter had the greatest effect since time required to perform 

specific chores varied greatly for comparable operations. Also, it 

should be re•emphasized that the very small number of observation& 

remaining in each cell after the separation of types of equipment and 

management practices into particular combinations by using analysis 
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of variance tests could have affected the reliability of the estimates. 

The data represents the memory of the farmers and this could account 

for part of the large variations. Insufficient observations remained 

to apply least squares regression analysis in many instances. 

The results of this study show that to obtain needed actual farm 

data to calculate input-output data will require methods other than 

those used for this study. The farm records received were reasonably 

accurate and useable. However, it seems probable that information from 

only the better operations was obtained since the records were 

voluntarily kept and a very low response was obtained. If this were 

true, the actual operating conditions for all levels of management 

were not received. The author suggests that to receive accurate 

information for one full production period, daily labor records for 

each chore similar to the feed-egg production records should be kept. 

This would give the time to perform chores for different stages of 

production. A stratified sample should be employed to get both floor 

and cage housing with various size flocks. In order to receive a 

larger percentage of return and reasonably accurate information. 

considerable supervision and frequent visits to those producers 

keeping records should be made by personnel engaged in the study. 

In addition to the above. an incentive for the producers to 

keep the records would be of great importance. Realization of the 

need for the information which could be acquired and an example of 

the help received through such studies would be one means of creating 

a desire to keep the records. Getting the producers to realize the 
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need for record keeping would take initiative and planning by those 

performing the study. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Department of Agricultural Economics 
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station 
Blackaburg 1 Virginia 

Code No. ----------Enumerator --------Date 
-----------~ 

EGG PRODUCTION SURVEY 

Name P. o. Address ________ _ 
-------------------------Lo ca ti on County _____________ --i ____ __ 

-------------------- Contract: Yes L/ No L/ 
1. General Flock Information 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

Flock No. 
#1 #2 #3 #4 

What strain of birds do vou now have? 
a. Ames 
b. Babcock 
c. De Kalb 
d. H&N 
e. Hvline 
f. Kimber 
2. Other (&Pee ifv) 
Were birds ourchased as: 
a. Chicks? 
b. Started pullets? 

M:e? 
Are birds housed: 
a. on floor 
b. in caaes? 
How many pullets were housed at the 
be2innin2 of the oroduction oeriod? 
a. How old were the pullets when 

thev were housed? 
b. Date housed? 
a. How old were the pullets when 

thev reached 101 oroduction? 
b. Date? 
Approximately when do you expect hens 
to 20 out of oroduction? (date) 
IF CAGE: When were birds added to 

a. date 
. __ .._. ______________ _ the original pullet flock? 

number --------b. date ----------------- number --------c. date ·----------------- number --------



9. Whom do you purchase your feed and supplies from? 
Name Add res•·~--------------------~ Name Address 

~----------------------
10. Whom do you sell your eggs to? Name. ____________________ _ 

Addreas 
~-----------------------

Name-~--------------------
Add re as 

-~----------------------
II. Buildings 

Table l. 

~ear it 
Size was 

::s :'! -= i "'2 ca llD t-i ~ ti n r tD ..., l-.s .... .... o !'° 0 ~! tr i (')~ !3 g c. 8 . . I: c:r 'i "' " 
~ g. g. 11 0 .... "' .... ..,. n 5~ fi • 

r:ll "' ... !' ::s t1 • 11 n t1 rt fD 
c. ~ .... i. GI 

0 ~i 
n rt rt 

• i--- ::r rt • 
• 8 ~ Item 

8 
rt 

l. Hen house: type 
IF M<BE Tl1'N ONE-
List se1>aratelv 
a. Power chorino 
b .. Pole barn 
c. Renovated ** 

barns (dairy) 
(beef) (general 
lother\ 

d. Reg. poultry 
hse** (shed) 
lA frame} 

e. Other lsn.,.cifv~ 

2. Ea:e room DOC liCXla xxxx 
3. Feed storage 

(other than bulk 
feed bins) xxx xxxx 

*For office use only. **Circle one. 
***IF RENOVA'l'ED••liat estimated value of old building and cost of reno• 

vation separately. 
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4. What type of aiding was used on hen houses? 
a. metal 
b. clap board 
c. cinder block 
d. concrete block 
e. insulated board (homesite• etc.) 
f. other (specify) 

5. a. Are hen house walls insulated? Yes 1 / No I / 
b. U' YES: What type of insulation? 

6. Is hen house roof and/or ceiling insulated? Yea I I No I / 
IF YES: What type of insulation? __________ _ 

1. What type of material was used for the floor? 
a. concrete ______ _ 
b. wood ------------c. dirt._ _______ _ 
d. other (specify) _________ _ 

a. Where is the egg room located? 
a. in hen house -------b. cellar or basement ----c. pump room or well house ______ _ 
d. room in houae ______ _ 
e. other (apecify) ____ _ 

9. Where is the feed storage located? (Other than bulk bins) ____ _ 
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III. Equipment 

Table 2. If more than one bouae••list separately 

** Pres• 
Year Est. ent 

Item ~o. Sim ITvPe t>Ur. Cost life* 11&lue* Dan.* 
1. Hen house: 

a. mechanical 
Cauto.feeder'l 

b. hanging feed 
(lumd filled) xxx 

c. hand feeder 
(trouRh twe) xxx 

d. automatic 
waterer 

e. hand filled 
founts xxx 

f. automatic egg 
£atherer 

2. ca2es 
h. indiv. nests 

(metal) (wood) xxx 
i. colony or 

comun. uea ts 
(met.Hwood) xxx 

1. nit cleaner 
k. blade or 

scoop for 
tractor 

1. tractor est. 
i used on -poultry 

enterprise 
m. grain convey/ 

auger est. 
i used on -poultry 

enterorise 
11 .. gen. purp. 

elevator 
(lift in lay• 
but house) 

o. manure spread• 
er est. i -used on poul. 
enten>rise 

Int:..* Ren.• 
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Table 2. (Continued) If more than one house••li&t separately 

** Pres-
Year Est. ent 

Item No. s :l:rJe Tvne ·J>Ur • Cost life* value* Oen.• lnt.* Ren.* 
p. bulk feed 

bin 
q. feed carrier 

and track 
r. water heater 

(elec. tap. 
etc.) 

s. fans 
t. 

2. Egg room: 
a. washer 
b. grader 

(sizer) 
c. refrh:. umt 
d. 
e. 

3. Other: 
a. car est. 

_1. used on 
poult. 
enter1>riee 

b. truck est. 
_,_used on 
poult. 
enterorise 

c. feed grinder 
and mixer 
_,_used 
on poult. 
enternrise 

d. 
e. 
£. 

*For office use only. 
**Specify if NEW or USED (N or U) 



IV. Farm Labor Force 

Table 3. 

No. 
!m08. 
wrk'd 
on** 

Member AJze farm 
Family workers:-

a) Ooerator 
b) Wife 
c) Sons (1) 

(2) 
(3) 

d) Dau2htera 1 lt 
I 2 I 
I 3 I 

e) Others (1) 
(2) 

Hired workers: 
f) Re2ular (1) 

£2) 
2l Seasonal 

Total* xxx 
*For office use only. 

**26 days equal one month. 
v. Use of Labor 
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~v. no. hours per week 
l!ach member is willing 
:ic able to work on farm 
~ov •. April June Sept •. 
thru tbru ~hru thru 
~r •. Mav "'u2. Oct. 

YYXX 

1. How many times a day do you gather eggs? 
&umDer winter 

a. one. ___ _ 
b. two. ___ _ 
c. three __ _ 
d. four ·---

t work 
time on 
laying 
r:1ock 

xxxx 

e. other (specify) _____________ _ 

INo. days 
i'iorked 
off farm 
in 1959 

~ 

2. Does thi•• (1) include Sundays and holidays? Yea D No D 
a. IP NO: Hw many times a day do you gather eggs on 

these occasions? 
--------------------------~ 
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3. Approximately how long does it take (total time for all men) to 

gather egga when the birds: 

a. first come into production? ------ (bra.) (mine.) 
b. are near their peak in production? (bra.) (mins.) 
c. are toward the end of the production period? 
----- (hrs.) (mina.) d. are between (band c)? ________ (hrs.) (mina.) 

4. The eggs from how many birds are involved in these estimates (#3)? 
C0111Denta: ___________________ ~------------------

s. How do you clean your eggs? (Check more than one if necessary) 
a. wash by machine __________ _ 
b. wash by band ____________ _ 
c. wash in warm water _________ _ 
d. wash in cold water -----------------e. buff by hand ___________ _ 
f • buff or sand by machine ______ _ 
g. wipe with damp cloth.._. ________ _ 
h. other (specify) __________ _ 
i. don't clean eggs _________ _ 

IF 51, omit question #6 

6. Do you clean: 

a. all of your eggs? ___ _ 
b. only the dirty eggs? __ _ ?. cleaned ----

7. Do you sort your eggs for size? Yea I / No I / 

8. Do you pack your eggs in dozen cartons? Yes I / No I } 

9. Approximately how long does it take you (total time for all men) 
to clean and pack your eggs when the birds: 

a. first come into production? _______ (hrs.) (mina.) 
b. are near their peak in production? (hrs.) (mins.) 
c. are toward the end of the production period? 

-------(hrs.) (mins.) 
d. are between (band c)? _____ (hrs.) (mins.) 
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10. The eggs from how many birds are involved in the above estimates (#9)? _______ _ 

11. Do you deliver your eggs directly to the grading plant or are they 
picked up by a plant truck? 

a. deliver to plant _____ _ 
b. picked up by truck~-----c. do both.__ ________ _ 

12. IF Uc, about what per cent of your eggs: 

a. do you deliver _____ '1 
b. are picked up '%. 

IF llb, omit question #13, 14, 15, 16 

13. Does delivering eggs to the plant? 

a. require a special trip to town. ___ _ 
b. done as a part of regular trip to town for shopping, 

etc. ___ _ 
c. other (specify) ________________ _ 

14. About how far is it to the grading plant? ______ .... miles 

15. About how long does it take you to make a trip to the plant 
and back? (Including time spent loading and unloading eggs) 
____ (hrs.) (mins.) 

16. How 11l8.1ly times a week do you deliver eggs? ____ _ 
Con:ments: ______________________________________ ~ 

* 17. Is poultry feed? 

a. handled in bags ___ _ 
b. handled in bulk....._ __ _ 
c. other (specify) ________________ _ 

18. Is poultry feed: 

a. delivered to your farm ___ _ 
b. picked up by you in town ___ _ 
c. other (specify) _______________ _ 
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IF l8a, omit questions 119, 20 1 21, 22, 23 

19. Does picking up feed: 

a. require a special trip to town.._ ____ _ 
b. become a part of a regular trip to town for shopping, 

etc._......,. ___ _ 
c. other (specify) ________________ _ 

20. How far is it to the feed mill? ______ (miles) 

21. About how long does it take you to make a trip to the feed 
mill and back (including time spent loading and unloading)? 
---- (hrs.) (mins.) 

22. How often do you pick up feed? ____________ _ 

23. About bow much feed do you pick up each time? ____ (tons) 

* 24. About how uuch time do you spend each day feeding and watering 
your birds and doing regular chorea around the hen house other 
~ sathering, cleaning, and packing eggs (bra.) (mins.) 

25. How many birds are involved in #24? _____ _ 

26. Do you grind and mix any of your own poultry feed? 
Yea .t:::J No CT 
IF 26 No, omit questions #27 1 28• 29 

27. How often do you mix your own feed? ___________ _ 

28. How much time do you spend on each occaeion? ____ (hrs.) (mine.) 

29. About how much feed is mixed on each occaaion? ______ (tons) 

* 30. Do you cull your birds: (other than removal of diseased or 
crippled birds) 

a. continuously? ________ _ 
b. every week? _________ _ 
c. every two weeks? _______ _ 
d. once a 11Jonth? --------------e. other (specify) ______________ _ 
f. never _______________________ _ 
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IP 30f, ~ question #31 

31. How long does it take you to cull your flock? ___ (hrs.) (mins.) 

32. Do you vaccinate for: (Check more than one if necessary) 

a. fowl pox? _______ _ 
b. newcaatle? --------c. larynogotracheitis? ___ _ 
d. bronchitis? --------e. other (1pecify) ___________ _ 
f. none __________ ~ 

33. How old are the birds when they are vaccinated? ______ _ 

34. Do you debeak your birds? Yea I I No I I 
35. How much time is spent on: 

a. the vaccination job? _______ (hra.) (mina.) 
b. the debeaking job? (hrs.) (mins .) 

36. How many birds would this include? ___________ _ 

37. How often is new litter added during the production period? 

38. How much time is spent adding new litter? ____ (hrs.) (mina.) 

39. How much time is spent putting birds in the house at the 
beginning of the production period (or in replacing caged 
layers where applicable) (hrs.) (mins.) 

40. How long does it normally take you to empty the house at the 
end of the production period? (hrs.) (mina.) 

41. How do you clean the house? (describe) __________ _ 

42. Approximately how much time is spent in removing the old 
litter, cleaning the house, cleaning nests and equipment at 
the end of the production period? (hrs.) (mina.) 

C011111ents: -------------------------------------------
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43• Are you planning any major changes in your egg production 
program over the next twelve months, such as: numb.!!...of he~.!.a..,. 
new house or equipment, new hired man, etc. 'l Yes LI No Lt 
II' YES, please describe them: ______________ _ 

44. When will you have a new flock of birds coming into production? 
(104) Number 

IF PRESENT FLOCIC HAS STARTED PRODUCTION SINCE APRIL 1, 1960, 
Cit HE PLANS TO HAVE A NEW FLOCK IN PRODOOnON BEF<Jm JANUARY l, 
1961, ASK #45. 

45. Would you be willing to keep a simple set of monthly egg produc• 
tion and expense records during the production period? 
Yes I I No I / 

IF NO, indicate reason: 
Com:aents: -------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX B 

Monthly Plock Record 
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l'LOCK RECORD Felt MONTH OF-----• 19_ 

Code No. ----- House of Flock No._ Strain of bird ____ _ 

!!s?.:_ .2! .!l!m!: first of month _____ _ last of month -------
EGG P R. 0 D U C T I 0 N Number of hens 

Day Gatherim? Daily 
1- 2· 3• 4- total* Died Culled 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
L9 
w 
21 

2 
3 
~4 
~5 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

*For of £ice use Total* 
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Code No. -----
EGG RECEIPTS 

Grade '- Grade Grade Other Total egg 
DatE Large Medium Small B c e2R8 sales 

Doz. s Doz. $ Doz. $ Doz. $ Doz. s Doz. $ Doz. $ 

-
*For office use. 

OTHER INCClm; bulk feed rebate $_ $_ $_ $__:.. hen no._$_ 
or feed sacks sales 

other ( ) $_ $_ $_ $_ no._ $_ 

EXPENSES 
FEED USED (Purchased and Homestrownl 

LaymgMaall Pellets Corn 
Date _1. prot. _,. pJDt 

tJuan. ' uuan. ' uuan ' 

Tota111 

OTHER EXPENSES.: 

l. medicine $_ $_ $_ S. 
2. veterinarian $_ $_ $_ 6. 
3. flata & cases $ $ $ 7. 
4. shells & grit $ $ $ 

10 ... · electricity $ _ _ "I. for 

Other ~s2eeifv) 
Hired labor 

Q\UUl ' Quan. ' Amount $ 

litter $_ $ ____ Other $ __ 
nesting mat. $ $ Other $ 
cartons $- $.- Other $-
equip. repairs $--- $--- Other $--
build. repairs $ . $ -
insurance $ 'Z. for hens --

11. taxes 
hens 

$_ _ _ 1. for 13. auto & truck $ 1. for hens --hens 
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APPENDIX C 

Analysis of Variance Tables 
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Table 1. 

factors Which May or May Not Effect Egg Production 
All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 908 1890934300 

Regress ion 17 1858946900 109349810 

Error 891 31987400 35900 

Hean 1 1357891 135 7891 

Type of house 1 3655025 3655025 

Type of floor 3 3996505 1332168 

Type of bird 6 4169372 694895 

Under contract 
or not l 182348 182348 

Number of times 
culled 2 2987319 1493659 

Debeaked or 
not debeaked 1 589309 589309 

Feed 1 87646626 87646626 

Feed2 1 10814540 10814540 

**Moat significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 

r 

3045.908 

37.823 

101.809** 

37.107* 

19.356* 

5.079* 

41.605* 

16.415* 

2441.372 

301.235 



Table 2. 

Factors Which May or May Not Effect Egg Production 
Separated by Type of Bouse··llegular Conventional Bouse 

Source of Variation d.£. Suma of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 857 1752646500 

llegression 16 1720525400 107532830 

Error 841 32121100 38193 

Mean 1 10950 10950 

Type of floor 3 3525475 1175158 

Type of bird 6 4113087 685514 

Under contract 
or not 1 397353 397353 

Number of times 
culled 2 2502553 1251276 

Debeaked or 
not debeaked l 131299 131299 

Feed 1 888555593 888555593 

reed2 l 109840002 109840002 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 

r 

2815.442 

.286 

30.768* 

17.948* 

10.403* 

32.761*'* 

3.437 

2326.432 

287.584 
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Table 3. 

Factors Which May or May Kot Effect Egg Production 
Separated by Type of Bouse and Number of Time• Culled••Regular 

Conventional House with Birds Never Culled 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 199 351439610 

RegreHion 14 350060110 25004293 3353.239 

Error 185 1379500 7456 

Mean 1 1657935 1657935 222.340 

Type of floor 3 2016363 672787 90.225* 

Type of bird 6 5114513 852418 114.314** 

Under contract 
or not 1 39639 39639 s .31S* 

Debeaked or 
not debeaked 1 321205 321205 43.075* 

reed 1 28322419 28322419 3798.222 

reed2 1 5494017 5494017 736.783 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 4. 

Factors Which May or May Not Effect Egg Production 
Separated by Type of Bouse and Number of Times Culled-·llegular 

Conventional House with Birds Seldom Culled 

Source of Variation d.f. Suaas of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 317 597221770 

., 

Regression 13 590084960 45391150 1933.484 

Error 304 7136810 23476 

Mean 1 158460 158460 6.749 

Type of floor 3 2130777 710259 30.254* 

Type of bird 6 4802688 800448 34.095** 

Under contract 
or not 1 500471 500471 21.318* 

Feed l 21407623 21407623 911.880 

reed2 1 2019369 2019369 86.017 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 



Table 5. 

Factors Which May or May Hot Effect Egg Production 
Separated by Type of House and lfwlber of Times Culled--legular 

Conventional Bouse with Birds Frequently Culled 

Source of Variation d,f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 341 80398.52 

llegreaaion 12 79941.09 6661. 76 4791.436 

Error 329 457.42 l.39 

Kean 1 .44 .44 .314 

Type of floor 3 183.34 61.11 43.955* 

Type of bird 4 479.35 119.84 86.192** 

Under contract 
or not l 14. 72 14. 72 10.584* 

Debeaked or 
not debeaked 1 .58 .SB .413 

Feed 1 2807.99 2807.99 2019.632 

l'eed2 l 126.54 126.54 91.011 

**Ko1t significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at' .OS level. 
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Table 6. 

Time to Feed and Water and Do Other Chores 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 274 123843400 

R.egreuion 9 86896104 9655122 

Error 265 36947300 139423 

Mean 1 10650645 10650645 

Type feeder 2 1611832 805916 

Type house 2 432167 216083 

Type waterer 2 10003433 5001716 

Size of flock 1 2157523 2157523 

Sise of flock2 1 362066 362066 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 

F 

69.250 

76.390 

5.780* 

1.549 

35.874** 

15.474 

2.596 
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T.:.ible 7. 

Time To Feed and Water and Do Other Chores Separated by Type of 
Waterers--Both Automatic and Hand-Filled Waterers 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Kean Squares F 

Total 224 66142300 

Regression 7 44623445 6374777 64.284 

Error 217 21513855 99165 

Mean 1 7081119 7081119 71.407 

Type feeder 2 530758 265379 2.676 

Type house 2 1264914 632457 6.377* 

Size of flock 1 2643529 2643529 26.657 

Size of flock2 1 1399829 1399829 14.116 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Time to Feed and Water and Do Other Chores Separated by Type of 
Waterer and Type of House••Both Automatic and Hand•Filled Waterera and 

Floor House 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 194 47797100 

Regression 5 31456511 6291302 72.767 

Error 189 16340589 86458 

Mean 1 587 587 0.006 

Type of feeder 2 1586323 793161 7.137* 

Size of flock 1 2866045 2866045 33.149 

Size of flock2 l 1275354 1275354 14.751 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 9. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Beginning or Near lOt Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 183 34085400 

Regression 16 26271910 1641994 

Error 167 7813490 46787 

Mean l 4768587 4768587 

Type of nests 5 1029883 205976 

Number times 
gathered summer 4 184564 46141 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 490255 122563 

Size of flock 1 830934 830934 

Size of flock2 1 507190 507190 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*Si~nificant at .05 level. 

F 

35.094 

101.920 

4.402** 

.986 

2.619* 

17.759 

10.840 
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Table 10. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Peak of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 209 106432900 

Regreaaion 16 88485553 5530347 

Error 193 17947350 92991 

Mean 1 14348921 14348921 

Type of nests 5 774392 154878 

Number times 
gathered su11111er 4 445701 111425 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 624563 156140 

Size of flock 1 3250734 3250734 

Size of flock2 1 2049146 2049146 

r 

59.471 

154.303 

1.665 

1.198 

1.679 

34.957 

22.035 
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Table 11. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Period Between Peak and End of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares ., 
Total 204 69548000 

Regression 16 58172627 3635789 60.088 

Error 188 11375373 60507 

Kean 1 11370043 11370043 187.911 

Type of nests 5 696281 139256 2.301* 

Number times 
gathered suamer 4 643746 160936 2.659** 

Number t imea 
gathered winter 4 402953 100738 1.664 

Size of flock 1 1904842 1904842 31.481 

Size of flock2 l 816224 816224 13.489 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 12. 

Time to Gather Eggs Near the End of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Swu of Squarea Mean Squares 

Total 178 55396800 

llegreHion 16 46671422 2916963 

Error 162 8725378 53860 

Hean 1 8517513 8517513 

Type of neata 5 810724 162144 

llum.ber t imea 
gathered 1unaer 4 407710 101927 

Humber t ime1 
gathered winter 4 515807 128951 

Size of flock 1 2146861 2146861 

S be of flock2 1 1693438 1693438 

**Moat significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 

r 

54.157 

158.140 

3.010** 

1.892 

2.394* 

39.859 

31.441 
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Table 13. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Beginning or Near lOl Production 
Separated by Type of Hest--Individual Nests 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Square• F 

Total 135 2142 

llegress ion 11 1778 161 55.057 

Error 124 364 2 

Mean 1 305 305 104.105 

Humber times 
gathered summer 4 114 28 9. 751* 

Humber times 
gathered winter 4 153 38 13.052** 

Size of flock 1 22 22 7.541 

Size of flock2 l 11 11 3.817 

**Most significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 14. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Period Between Peak and End of Production 
Separated by Type of Bests--Individual Nesta 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 134 4431 

Regression 11 3450 313 39.349 

Error 123 980 1 

Mean 1 865 865 108.601 

Number times 
gathered eummer 4 131 32 4.112* 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 135 33 4.260** 

Size of flock 1 31 31 3.971 

Size of flock2 1 6 6 .852 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 15. 

Time to Gather Eggs at End of Production 
Separated by Type of Reats·-Individual Beats 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 130 3797 

Regression 11 3131 284 

Error 119 665 s 
Mean 1 762 762 

Number times 
gathered sUD1Der 4 115 28 

Number times 
gathered winter 4 67 16 

Size of flock 1 92 92 

Size of flock2 l 79 79 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*S..ignificant at .OS level. 

r 

50.891 

136.373 

5.156** 

3.020* 

16.465 

14.198 



Table 16. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Beginning or Near 10'1 Production 
Separated by Type of Nest and Number of Times Gathered Winter--Individual 

Beats and Gathered Two Times in Winter 

Source of Variation d.f. Suu of Squares Kean Squares r 

Total 22 1923800 

Regression 5 1563456 312691 14. 751 

Error 17 360343 21196 

Mean 1 265062 265062 12.504 

Humber times 
gathered sul!lller 2 8136 4068 .191 

Size of flock 1 695 695 .032 

Size of flock2 1 463 463 .021 
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Table 17. 

Time to Gather Egge at Beginning or Near 107. Production 
Separated by Type of Neat and Number of Times Gathered Winter•-lndividual 

Beata and Gathered Three Times in Winter 

Source of Variation d. f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares ' 
Total 76 13700700 

l.egreasion 5 10596271 2119254 48.468 

Error 71 3104429 43724 

Hean 1 881172 881172 20.152 

Number times 
gathered sunmer 2 99328 49664 1.135 

Sise of flock 1 118629 118629 2. 713 

Size of f lock2 1 84047 84047 1.922 
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Table 18. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Beginning or Near ioi Production 
Separated by Type of Nest and Number of Times Gathered Winter••Individual 

Nests and Gathered Four Times in Winter 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 31 4143900 

Regression 5 3137705 627541 16.215 

Error 26 1006194 38699 

Mean 1 396779 396779 lU.252 

Number times 
gathered suDDer 2 116401 58200 l.503 

Size of flock l 62944 62944 l.626 

Size of flock2 l 41582 41582 1.074 
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Table 19. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Period Between Peak and End of 
Production Separated by Type of Nests and Number of Times Gathered 

Winter--Indiviclual Nests and Gathered Two Times Winter 

Source of variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 28 1904200 

Regression 5 1408089 281617 13.056 

Error 23 496110 21570 

Mean 1 401927 401927 18.633 

Number times 
gathered suumer 2 2814 1407 .065 

Size of flock 1 35102 35102 1.627 

Size of floclt2 1 281 281 .013 
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Table 20. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Period Between Peak and End of 
Production Separated by Type of Nests and Number of Times Gathered 

Winter••lndividual Nests and Gathered Three Times Winter 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 70 9318500 

Regression 5 5399147 1079829 17.908 

Error 65 3919352 60297 

Mean 1 703444 703444 11.666 

Number times 
gathered suD1Der 2 161003 80501 1.335 

Size of flock 1 94319 94319 1.564 

Size of f lock2 l 17971 17971 .298 
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Table 21. 

Time to Gather Eggs at Period Between Peak and End of 
Production Separated by Type of Nests and Number of Times Gathered 

Winter•·lndividual Nests and Gathered Four Times Winter 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Kean Squares F 

Total 30 2426500 

Regression 5 1308898 261779 s.ass 
Error 25 1117601 44704 

Kean l 255237 255237 5.709 

Number times 
gathered summer 2 25147 12573 .281 

Size of flock 1 52169 52169 1.167 

Size of flock2 l 32242 32242 • 721 
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Table 22. 

Time to Gather Eggs Near End of Production Separated by Type of 
Nest and Number of Times Gathered Suumer••lndividual Nasta and 

Gathered Three Times in Suuner 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Hean Squares F 

Total 64 9886500 

Regression 5 7845433 1569086 45.356 

Error 59 /' 2041066 34594 

Mean 1 717685 717685 20.745 

Number times 
gathered winter 2 113423 56711 1.639 

Size of flock 1 52348 52348 1.513 

Size of flock2 1 10072 10072 .291 
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Table 23. 

Time to Gather Eggs Near the Ind of Production Separated by Type 
of Nest and Number of Times Gathered Summer--lndividual Nests and 

Gathered Four Times in Su111Der 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares p 

Total 40 7527500 

Regression 5 5473359 1094671 18.651 

Error 35 2054140 58689 

Mean 1 901728 901728 15.364 

Number times 
gathered winter 2 105091 52545 .895 

Size of flock 1 84803 84803 1.444 

Size of flock2 1 67839 67839 1.155 
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Table 24. 

Time to Clean and Pack Egg& at Beginning of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Suu of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 181 56994400 

8.egreasion 14 38337424 2738387 

Error 167 18656976 111718 

Hean 1 466285 4666285 

How eggs 
are cleaned 1 622335 622335 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 112802 112802 

Type of 
nests used 5 577633 115526 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 155777 77888 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 86047 43023 

Size of flock 1 500542 500542 

Size of flock2 1 158351 158351 

*Sianificant at .05 level. 

r 

24.511 

41.768 

5.570* 

1.009 

1.034 

.697 

.385 

4.480 

1.417 
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Table 25. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 208 231737200 

Regression 15 180636440 12042429 

Error 193 51100760 264770 

Mean 1 22251537 22251537 

How eggs 
are cleaned 1 2019156 2019156 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 407637 407637 

Type of 
nests used 5 1139603 227920 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 832365 416182 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 448996 149665 

Size of flock 1 3329473 3329473 

Size of flock2 1 7219707 7219707 

*Significant at .OS level. 

r 

45.482 

84.040 

7.626* 

1.539 

.860 

1.571 

.565 

12.574 

27.267 
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Table 26., 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 202 134856000 

Regression 15 103825850 6921723 41. 713 

Error 187 31030150 165936 

Mean l 13030339 13030339 78.525 

How eggs are 
cleaned l 707174 707174 4.261** 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 8776 8776 .052 

Type of nests 
used 5 l~Ul.'18 24033 .144 

Percent packed in 
dozen cartons 2 1199265 599632 3.613* 

If sorted for size 
and size of 
machine used 3 759178 253059 1.525 

Size Of flock l 1678073 1678073 10 .112 

Size of flock2 1 870139 870139 5.243 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 27. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Periori Near End of Production 
With All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 176 107980000 

Regression 14 86698442 6192745 47.140 

Error 162 21281560 131367 

Mean 1 15315975 15315975 116.588 

How eggs 
are cleaned l 1368074 1368074 10.414** 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned l 85848 85848 .653 

Type of nests 5 959170 191834 1.460 

Percent packeci 
in dozen cartons 2 915133 457566 3.483* 

If sorted for 
size and size 
of machine useci 2 316210 158105 1.203 

Size of flock 1 2449048 2449G48 18.642 

Size of flock2 1 1253954 1253954 9.545 

**Most significant at .05 lev~l. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 28. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production 
Separated by Bow Eggs Are Cleaned--Hand Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. ~~.; of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 21 13410900 

Regression 11 12323879 1120352 

Error 10 1087021 108702 

Mean 1 3139453 3139453 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned l 271554 271554 

Type of nest 
used 3 183645 61215 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 508918 254459 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 820516 410258 

Size of flock l 193695 193695 

Size of flock2 1 106 106 

F 

10.306 

28.881 

2.498 

.563 

2.340 

3. 774 

1. 781 

.ooo 
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Table 29. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production 
Separated by How Eggs are Cleaned--Mechanical Cleaner 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 160 43583500 

Regression 13 30922827 2378679 

Error 147 12660673 86127 

Mean 1 3715717 3715717 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 570046 570046 

Type of 
nests used 5 1366223 273244 

Percent. packed 
in dozen cartons 2 173199 86599 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 742383 371191 

Size of flock l 758352 758352 

Size of flock2 1 319060 319060 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 

r 

27.618 

43.142 

6.618** 

3.172* 

1.005 

4.309* 

8.805 

3. 704 
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Table 30. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Production 
Separated by How Cleaned-·Hand Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Swns of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 27 54913900 

Regression 12 54507570 4542297 

Error 15 406330 27088 

Mean 1 10977682 10977682 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 2810947 2810947 

Type of 
nests used 3 1036886 345628 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons · 2 497050 248525 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 2628113 876037 

Size of flock 1 3052706 3052706 

Size of flock2 1 85623 85623 

**Moat significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 

F 

167.682 

405.250 

103.768** 

12.759* 

9.174* 

32.339* 

112.693 

3.160 
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Table 31. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Product ion 
Separated by How Eggs Were Cleaned--Mechanical Cleaner 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 181 176823300 

Regression 14 143302960 10235925 

Error 167 33520340 200720 

Mean 1 18165283 18165283 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned 1 1497713 1497713 

Type of 
nests used s 4349463 869892 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 1763468 881734 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 2002348 667449 

Size of flock 1 10340792 10340792 

Size of flock2 1 5797536 5797536 

**Kost significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 

F 

50.995 

90.500 

7.461** 

4.333* 

4.392* 

3.325* 

51.518 

28.883 



Table 32. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production 
Separated by How Eggs Were Cleaned--Mechanical Cleaner 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 173 9822190li 

Regression 14 81921737 5851552 57 .078 

Error 159 16300163 102516 

Mean 1 14547858 14547858 141.907 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned l 2516396 2516396 24.546** 

Type of 
nests used 5 720197 144039 1.405 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 787287 393643 3.839* 

If sorted for 
size and e ize of 
machine used 3 1961457 653819 6.377* 

Size of flock l 1983468 1983468 19.347 

Size of flock2 1 730964 730964 7.130 

**Most significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 



Tuble 33. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Period Near End of Production 
Separated by How Eggs Are Cleaned--Hand Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 21 27881100 

Regression 11 27030425 245 7311 28.886 

Error 10 850675 85067 

Mean 1 8985127 8985127 105.623 

Percent of 
eggs cleaned l 531591 531591 6.249* 

Types of 
nests used 3 34319 11439 .134 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 377949 188974 2.221 

If sorted for 
size and size Of 
machine used 2 2032709 1016354 11.947** 

Size of flock 1 2247360 2247360 26.418 

Size of flock2 1 471945 471945 S.547 

**Moat significant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 34. 

Time to Clean and Pack Egga at Period near End of Production 
Separated by Row Eggs Are Cleaned•-Mecbanical Cleaner 

Source of Variation d.f. Swns of Squares Kean Squares r 

Total 155 80098900 

llegreasion 13 65489830 5037679 48.966 

Error 142 14609070 102880 

Mean l 8524633 8524633 82.859 

Percent of 
eggs-cleaned 1 1027372 1027372 9.986** 

Type of 
ne1ta used s 1885143 377028 3.664* 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 1212941 606470 5.894* 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 1495007 747503 7 .265* 

Size of flock l 1860279 1860279 18.081 

Size of flock2 1 943738 943738 9.173 

**Moat significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 
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Table 35. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production Separated by 
How Cleaned and Percent Cleaned-·Mecbanical Cleaner and All Eggs Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Swu of Squares Hean S quarea ., 
Total 157 42851400 

llegreasion 12 29638650 2469887 27.105 

Error 145 13212750 91122 

Mean 1 5952109 5952109 65.319 

Type of 
nests used s 1069095 213819 2.346* 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 94260 47130 .517 

If sorted for 
s ise and a ize of 
machine used 2 500171 250085 2.744 

Size of flock l 665887 665887 .307 

Size of flock2 1 262979 262979 2.886 

*Significant at .OS level. 
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Table 36. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Production Separated by Bow 
Cleaned and Percent Cleaned--Mechanical Cleaner and All Eggs Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 176 172929600 

legression 13 138353030 10642540 S0.170 

Error 163 34576570 212126 

.Mean 1 24882158 24882158 117.298 

Type of 
nests used 5 3988728 797745 3.760* 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 1084340 542170 2.555 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 1020973 340324 l.604 

Size of flock 1 8962755 8962755 42.251 

Size of flock2 1 4865073 4865073 22.i34 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 37. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production 
Separated by Bow Cleaned and Percent Cleaned••Mechanical Cleaner 

and All Eggs Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 161 84139100 

RegreHion 13 71135840 5471987 62.280 

Error 148 13003260 87859 

Mean l 14717352 14717352 167.509 

Type of 
nests used 5 821777 164355 1.870 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 1110717 555358 6.320** 

If sorted for 
1ize and size of 
machine used 3 1289758 429919 4.893* 

Size of flock 1 2673377 2673377 30.427 

Size of flock2 1 1130352 1130352 12.865 

**Moat significant at .05 level. 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 38. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Period Near End of Production 
Separated by Bow Cleaned and Percent Cleaned--Mechanical Cleaner 

and All Eggs Cleaned 

Source of Variation d.f. Suma of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 152 78708500 

B.egreH ion 12 63038243 5253186 46.932 

Error 140 15670257 111930 

Mean 1 15008152 15008152 134.084 

Type Of 
nests used 5 1396197 279239 2.494* 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 904167 452083 4.038* 

If 1orted for 
size· and size of 
machine used 2 1191554 595777 5.322** 

Size of flock 1 163.2393 1632393 14.584 

Size of flock2 1 792184 792184 1.011 

**Host 1ignificant at .OS level. 

*Significant at .OS level. 
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Table 39. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production 
Separated by Bow Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Type of Nests 

Used--Mechanical Cleaner, All Eggs Cleaned and Individual Nests 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Square a Mean Squares F 

Total 118 28608200 
t 

Regression 7 19952068 2850295 36.550 

Error 111 8656132 77983 

Mean 1 6838325 6838325 87.689 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 159046 79523 1.019 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 2 423443 211721 2. 714 

Size of flock 1 67733 67733 .868 

Size of flock2 l 5550 5550 .071 
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Table 40. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production Period 
Separated by Bow Cleaned. Percent of Eggs Cleaned and Type of 

Nests Used--Mecbanical Cleaners. All Eggs Cleaned and Colony Heats 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 18 10048400 

Regreaeion 6 7448150 1241358 s. 728 

Error 12 2600250 216687 

Mean l 3301328 3301328 15.235 

Percent packed in 
dozen cartons 2 420450 210225 .970 

If sorted for size 
and size of machine 
used l 6383 6383 ,029 

Size of flock 1 1242513 1242513 S.734 

Size of flock2 1 857603 857603 3.957 
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Table 41. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Beginning of Production P.eriod Separated 
by How Cleaned. Percent Cleaned and Type of Nests Uaed--Mechanical 
Cleaners, All Eggs Cleaned, and Both Individual and Colony Nests 

Source of Variation d.f. Swns of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 12 1910900 

Regression 7 1761944 251706 8.449 

Error 5 148956 29791 

Mean 1 690212 690212 23.168 

Percent packed in 
dozen cartons 2 23933 11966 .401 

If sorted for size 
and size of machine 
used 2 34063 17031 .571 

Size of flock 1 53002 53002 1.779 

Size of flock2 1 16611 16611 .557 



Table 42. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Production 
Separated by How Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Type 
of Nests Used--Mechanical Cleaner. All Eggs Cleaned 

and Individual Neats 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 133 114397300 

Regression 8 92617263 11577157 

Error 125 21780040 174240 

Mean 1 22864742 22864742 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 674435 337217 

If sorted for 
size and size 
of machine used 3 803974 267991 

Size of flock 1 2479552 2479552 

Size of flock2 1 1242060 1242060 

., 

66.443 

131.225 

1.935 

1.538 

14.230 

7.128 



Table 43. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Peak of Production Separated by How 
Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Type of Nests Used--Kecbanical Cleaner 

All Eggs Cleaned and Both Individual and Colony Rests 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares , 
Total 19 33785200 

R.egression 7 30941788 4420255 18.654 

Error 12 2843412 236951 

Mean l 11203971 11203971 47.283 

Percent packed in 
dozen cartons 2 921993 46CS~6 1.945 

If sorted for size 
and size of machine 
used 2 393687 196843 .830 

Size of flock 1 8769568 8769568 37.010 

Size of flock2 1 6324744 6324744 26.692 
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Table 44. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production 
Separated by How Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Percent Packed in Dozen 

Cartons--Mechanical Cleaners, All of Eggs Cleaned and None of 
Eggs Packed in Dozen Cartons 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 104 37976800 

Regress ion 11 30884272 2807661 36.815 

Error 93 7092528 76263 

Mean 1 3224204 3224204 42.277 

Type of 
nests used 5 469081 93816 1.230 

If sorted for 
size and size of 
machine used 3 350058 116686 1.530 

She of flock l 1365197 1365197 17.900 

Sise of flock2 1 892515 89251.5 11. 703 
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Table 45. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production Separated 
by How Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Percent Packed in Dozen Cartons--
Mechanical Cleaners, All Eggs Cleaned and 25-75 Percent Eggs Packed 

in Dozen Cartons 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares F 

Total 33 22414100 

Regress ion 9 20618913 2290990 30.628 

Error 24 1795187 74799 

Mean 1 6542921 6542921 87 .472 

Type of nests 
used 3 288472 96157 1.285 

If sorted for size 
and size of machine 
used 3 762540 254180 J.398* 

Size of flock 1 958151 958151 12.809 

Size of flock2 1 472326 472326 6.314 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Table 46. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs Between Peak and End of Production Period 
Separated by Bow Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and Percent Packed in 

Dozen Cartons--Mechanical Cleaner, All Eggs Cleaned and All Eggs 
Packed in Dozen Cartons 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares , 
Total 24 23748200 

Regression 11 20329869 1848169 7.028 

Error 13 3418331 262948 

Mean l 1974049 1974049 7.507 

Type of nests 
used 5 521134 104226 .396 

If sorted for size 
and size of machine 
used 3 1674683 558227 2.122 

Size of flock l 640921 640921 2.437 

Size of flock2 1 648209 648209 2.465 
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Table 47. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at End of Production 
Separated by Bow Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and If Sorted for 

Sise--Mecbanical Cleaner. All Eggs Cleaned and Eggs Bot Sorted for Sise 

Source of Variation d.f. Swu of Squares Mean Square1 r 

Total 101 41597500 

llegreaaion 9 31353784 3483753 31.287 

Error 92 10243716 111344 

Mean 1 814591 814591 7.315 

Type of 
nesta used 4 860847 215211 1.932 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 78131 39065 .350 

Size of flock 1 548999 548999 4.930 

Sise of flock2 1 183422 183422 1.647 

~-~. 
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Table 48. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Period Near End of Production 
Separated by How Cleaned, Percent Cleaned and If Sorted for 
Size-•Mechanical Cleaners, All Eggs Cleaned and Eggs Sorted 

for Size by Hand 

Source of Variation d.f. Swua of Squares Mean SquarH 

Total 22 23048900 

Regresaion 6 19878605 3313100 

Error 16 3170295 198143 

r 

16. 720 

Mean l 7214472 7214472 36.410 

Type of 
neats used 1 26113 26113 .131 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 2105109 1052554 5.312* 

Size of flock l 1155250 1155250 5.830 

Size of flock2 1 558160 558160 2.816 

*Significant at .05 level. 
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Tnble 49. 

Time to Clean and Pack Eggs at Period Near End of Production 
Separated by How Cleaned• Percent Cleaned and If Sorted for 

Size•-Mechanical Cleaner, All Eggs Cleaned and Eggs Sorted for 
Size with Small Machine 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares 

Total 30 14062100 

F 

Regression 10 11912722 1191272 11.084 

Error 20 2149378 107468 

Mean 1 4443532 4443532 41.347 

Type of 
nests used 5 322291 64458 .599 

Percent packed 
in dozen cartons 2 238598 119299 1.110 

Size of flock 1 379489 379489 3.531 

Size of flock2 1 119183 119183 1.109 
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Table 50. 

Time to Clean House and Equipment at End of Production Period 
with All Variables Included 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Square a F 

Total 255 54183491 

llegre11ion 14 4032621900 288044420 50.095 

Error 241 1385727200 5749905 

Mean 1 453771430 453771430 78.918 

Type of equipment 
used 6 695685500 115947760 20.165* 

Type of house 2 13012692 6506346 1.131 

Type of floor 3 6662167 2220722 .386 

Sile of flock 1 25974570 25974570 4.517 

Size of flock2 1 10184158 10184158 1. 771 

*Host significant at .05 level. 
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Table 51. 

Ti.me to Clean House and Equipment at End of Production Period 
Separated by Type of Equipment--Shovel into Manure Spreader 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean Squares r 

Total 157 1825205400 

Regression 8 1339031500 167378930 51.297 

Error 149 486173900 3262912 

Mean 1 248292380 248293480 76.095 

Type of house 2 5215101 2607550 .799 

Type of floor 3 eo12502 2670834 .818 

Size of flock 1 Z45:C8850 24528850 7.517 

Size of flock2 1 7563520 7563520 2.318 
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Tabla 52. 

Time to Clean Bouse and Equipment at End of Production Period 
Separated by Type of Equipment and Type of Bouse••Tractor 

and Scoop and Regular Bouse 

Source of Variation d.f. Sums of Squares Mean S\tuarea p 

Total 28 176037400 

Regression 5 166405070 33281014 79.468 

Error 23 9632330 418796 

Mean 1 69097178 69097178 164.989 

Type Of floor 2 22430031 11215015 26.779* 

S i&e of flock l 840922 840922 2.001 

Size of flock2 l 460123 460123 1.098 

*Significant at .05 level. 



APPENDIX D 

Estimated Regression Coefficients 



Table 1. 

Time Required to Gather Eggs as a Function of Flock Size* 

No. Average 
bo bl b2 R2 obs. time 

Colony and 
individual nests, 
beginning period 9.49895 -0.35719 0,00367 0.21776 15 4. 79333 

(0.20885) (0.00245) 

Colony and 
individual nests, 
between period 12.26448 -0.40587 0.00422 0.37427 22 5.94090 

(0.14135) (0.00175) 

Colony and 
individual nests, 
end period 13.79262 •0.48808 0.00473 0.42715 16 6.75625 

(0.18596) (0.00225) 

Colony neats, 
beginning period 2.02545 0.09331 -0.00088 0.12020 21 3.62380 

(0.05952) (0.00058) 

Colony nests, 
between period 6.53082 -0.03165 0.00007 0.21240 22 5.2272 

(0.02449) (0.00011) 

Colony nests, 
end period 3.75168 0.04463 .. 0.00046 0.04290 21 4.43333 

(0. 05371) (0.00052) 

Cage neats, 
beginning period 9.96884 -0.46799 0.00541 0.41867 9 4.26666 

(0.28798) (0.00449) 

Cage nests, 
between period 7.37516 -0.19122 0.00196 0.18842 16 4.91875 

(0.11365) (0.00113) 

Cage nests, 
end period 6.94164 -0.19425 0.00215 0.28721 7 4.32857 

(0.20362) (0.00311) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

No. Average 
ho b1 b2 a2 obs. time 

Eggs gathered 
3 times, 
individual nests. 
beginning period 4.78869 -0.07197 0.00067 0.04706 76 3.68552 

(0.03867) (0.00041) 

Egge gathered 
3 times, 
individual nests, 
between period 6.28917 -0.09913 0.00086 0.06876 70 4. 70285 

(0.05107) (0.00054) 

Eggs gathered 
3 times, 
individual nests, 
end period 5.07828 -0.03949 0.00013 0.08611 64 4.28750 

(0.01847) (0.00005) 

Eggs gathered 
4 times, 
individual nests, 
beginning period 4.31503 -0.07188 0.00059 0.05960 31 3.08064 

(0.05712) (0.00054) 

Eggs gathered 
4 times, 
individual nests, 
between period 8.11578 -0.14469 0.00107 0.15019 30 5.50333 

(0.07949) (0.00083) 

Eggs gathered 
4 times, 
individual nests, 
end period 7.67974 -0.12990 0.00094 0.12096 40 5.36500 

(0. 7169) (0.00067) 

Eggs gathered 
2 times, 
individual nests, 
beginning period 3.20395 -0.05441 0.00085 0.02186 22 2.65454 

(0.13643) (0.00305) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

No. Average 
a2 bo b1 

Eggs gathered 
2 times. 
individual nests, 
between period 6.57224 -0.14881 

(0.10483) 

Eggs gathered 
2 times, 
individual nests, 
end period 6. 77051 -0.30055 

(0.18938) 

All variables 
peak period 7.91550 -0.07597 

(0.01529) 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 

*T ... bo + b1N + b2N2 + € 

b2 obs. 

0.00217 0.09849 28 
(0.00192) 

0.00632 0.16016 18 
(0.00446) 

0.00022 0.10928 209 
(0.00005) 

where T • Time required to gather eggs in minutes per 100 birds 
N • Flock size 
€ • Unexplained error 

time 

4.80357 

4.35000 

6.27416 
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Table 2. 

Time Required to Clean and Pack Eggs as a Function of Flock Size* 

No. Average 
bo b1 b2 R2 obs. time 

All eggs 
cleaned by hand, 
peak period 26.57637 -1.30975 0.02328 0.39586 17 13.97647 

(0.75677) (0.02318) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
cage neats, 
between period 14. 77385 -0.35906 0.00238 0.52928 13 7.66153 

(0.15636) (0.00146) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual and 
colony nests, 
beginn.ing period 5.14741 •0.81596 0.25152 0.33219 12 3.42500 

(-0.07840) (0.00028) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual and 
colony nests, 
peak period 14.20271 -0.35727 0.00265 0.46486 13 8.13076 

(0.20593) (0.00249) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual and 
colony nests, 
between period 13.44680 -0.45713 0.00523 0.50743 18 6.57222 

(0.11790) (0.00144) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically• 
individual and 
colony nests, 
end period 11.04286 -0.28146 0.00209 0.51293 12 6.06666 

(0.15336) (0.00183) 
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Table 2 (continued) 

R2 
No. Average 

bo b1 b2 obs. time 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual nests, 
beginning period 4.44811 -0.01780 0.00002 .02501 118 3.98644 

(0.01772) (0.00006) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically 1 

individual nests, 
peak period 10.32752 -0.10224 0.00023 0.12662 133 7.91503 

(0.02667) (0.00009) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual nests, 
between period 9.26542 -0.18145 0.00136 0.13444 106 5.99905 

(0.05435) (0.00054) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
individual nests, 
end period 7.14609 •0.05259 0.00011 0.06379 114 S.88508 

(0.02305) (0.00008) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
colony nests, 
beginning period 11.10930 •1.41816 1.12689 0.19406 18 5.62222 

(•0.25904) (0.00199) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically• 
colony neats, 
peak period 25.85689 -0.75738 0,00599 0.47635 19 10.16842 

(0.22934) (0.00222) 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
colony nests, 
between period 9.08908 -0.08537 0.00033 0.20305 18 6.01111 

(0.04526) (0.00020) 
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Table 2 (continued) 

bo b1 

All eggs cleaned 
mechanically, 
colony nests, 
end period 14.23172 -0.32182 

(0.13646) 

( ) • Standard error of the estimate. 

*T • bo + b1N + b2N2 +€ 

b2 

0.00241 
(0.00132) 

No. Average 
a2 obs. time 

0.36372 18 7.28333 

where T • Time required to clean and pack eggs in minutes per 100 birds. 
N • Flock size. 
€ • Unexplained error. 
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Table 1. 

S Percent Significance Point of r 

n.1 degrees of freedom (fen:" greater mean square) 
~ 

.1 3 5 7 9 11 14 20 24 30 40 so ..•.. 75 

1 4.052 s.4o3 s.764 s.92s 6,022 6.082 6.142 6,208 6.234 6.258 6.286 6.302 6.323 
2 98.49 99.17 99.30 99.34 99.38 99.41 99.43 99.45 . 99.46 99.47 99.48 99.48 99.49 
3 34.12 29.46 28.24 27.67 27.34 27.U 26.92 26.69 26.60 26.50 26.41 26.35 26.27 
4 21.20 16.69 15.52 14.98 14.66 14.45 14.24 14.02 13.93 13.83 13.74 13.69 13.61 s 16.26 12.06 10.97 10.45 10.15 9.96 9.77 9.55 9.47 9.38 9.29 9.24 9.17 

' 
6 13.74 9.78 8.75 8.26 7.98 7.79 1.60 7.39 1•:n 7.23 7.14 1.09 1.02 
7 12.25 s.45 7.46 1.00 6.71 6.54 6.35 6.15 6.07 s.9a s.9o s.as 5.78 
8 11.26 7.59 6.63 6.19 S.91 S.74 5.56 s.36 s.2s 5.;20 s.11 5•06 5+00 
9 10.56 6•99 6.06 s.62 S.3S 5.18 s.oo 4.80 4.73 4.64 4.56 4eSl 4,45 

10 10.04 6.ss s.64 s.21 4.95 4.78 4.60 4.41 4.33 4•25 4.17 4.U 4,05 

11 9.65 6.22 5.32 4.88 4.63 4.,46 4.29 4.10 4.02 3.94 3.86 3.80 3•74 
12 9.33 S.9S 5.06 4.65 4.39 4.22 4.os 3.86 3.18 3.70 3.61 3.;56 3.49 
13 9.07 s.14 4.86 4.44 4.19 4•02 3.ss 3.67 3.59 3.;51 3.42 3.37 . 3•30 
14 8a86 S.56 4.69 4.28 4.03 3.86 3.70 3.51 3a43 3.,34 3.26 3.21 3•14 
15 a .• 68 S.42 4.56 4.14 3.89 3.73 3.56 3.36 3.29 3.20 a.12 3.07 3.,00 

16 s .• 53 S.29 4.44 4.03 3.78 3.61 3.45 3.25 3.18 3.10 3.01 2.96 2.-89 
17 s.40 s.1a 4.34 3.93 3.68 3.52 3.35 3.16 3.08 3.00 2.92 2.86 2,79 
18 e.24 s.09 4.25 3.ss 3.60 3.44 3.27 3.07 3.00 2.91 2.83 ·2.1s 2,71 
19 8.18 s.01 4.17 3.77 3•52 3.S6 3.19 3.00 2.92 2.84 2.16 2.70 2•63 
20 a.10 4.94 4.10 3.71 3.45 3.30 3.13 2.94 2•86 2•77 2•69 2 63 2 • .56 

···. 21 8.02 4.87 4.04 3.65 3.40 3.24 3.07 2.ss 2.80 2.72 2.63 2.58 2.s1 
22 7.94 4.82 3.99 3.59 3.35 3.18 3.02 2.83 2.75 2.67 2.58 2,53 2.46 
23 7.88 4.76 3•94 3.54 3.30 3.14 2.97 2.73 2.10 2.62 2.53 2.48 2.41 
24 7.82 4.72 3.90 3.SO 3.25 3.09 2.93 2.74 2•66 2.ss 2.49 2.44 2.36 
25 7.77 4.68 3.86 3.46 3.21 3.0S 2.89 2.10 2•62 2.54 2.4.5 2.40 2.32 

100 200 

6,334 6.352 
99.49 99.49 
26.23 26.18 
13.57 13.52 

9.13 9.07 

6.99 6.94 
s.1s s.10 
4.96 4.91 
4,41 ·4.36 
4,01 '..3 .. 96 

·-

3.10 '·3~66 
'3.46 3.41 
3,27 3.21 
3.11 ·3·06 

:·2,91 2.92 

2.86 I 2.ao 
2.76 2.10 
2•'8 .2.62 
2•'60 2.54 
2•53 1 2•47 
2.47 2.42 
2..42 2.37 
2.37 2.32 
2.33 . 2.21 
2.29 2.23 

500 

6.361 
99.50 
26.14 
13.48 
9.04 

6.90 
5.67 
4.88 
4.33 
3~93, 

3.6l 
3.38 
3.18 
3.02 
2.a9 

2.11 
2.67 
2.st 
2.s1 
2.44 
2.38 
2.33 
2.28 
2.23 
2.19 

00 

6.366 
99.50 
26.12 
13.46 
9.02 

6.88 
5.6S 
4.86 
4.31 
3.91 

3.60 
3.36 
3.i6 
3.00 
2.87 

2.75 
2.6S 
2.S7 
2.49 
2•42 
2.36 
2.31 
2.26 
2.21 
2.11 

• .... ..., 
N • 



Table 1. (continued) 

n2 
1 3 5 7 

26 1.12 4.64 3.82 3.42 
27 7.68 4.60 3.79 3.39 
28 7.64 4.57 3.76 3.36 
29 7.60 4.54 3.73 3.33 
30 7.56 4.51 3.70 3.30 

32 7.50 4.46 3.66 3.25 
34 7.44 4.42 3.61 3.21 
36 7.39 4.38 3.58 3.18 
38 7.35 4.34 3.54 3.15 
40 7.31 4.31 3.51 3.12 

42 1.21 4.29 3.49 3.10 
44 7.24 4.26 3.46 3.07 
46. 7.21 4.24 3.44 3.05 
48 7.19 4.22 3.42 3.04 
so 7.17 4.20 3.41 3.02 

55 7.12 4.16 3.37 2.98 
60 7.08 4.U 3.34 2.95 
65 7.04 4.10 3.31 2.93 
70 1.01 4.08 3.29 2.91 
80 6.96 4.04 3.25 2•87 

100 6.90 3.98 3.20 2.82 
125 6.84 3.94 3.17 2.79 
150 6,81 ·3.91 3.14 2.76 
200 6.76 3.88 3.11 2.73 
400 6.70 3.83 3.06 2.69 

1000 6.66 3.80 3.04 2.66 
6.64 3.78 3.02 2.64 

n1 degree• of freedom (for greater mean •quare) 
' 9 11 14 20 24 30 40 so 75 

3.17 3.02 2.86 2.66 2.58 2.so 2.41 2.36 2.28 
3.14 2.98 2.83 2.63 2.55 2.47 2.38 2.33 2.25 
3.11 2.95 2.80 2.60 2.52 2.44 2.35 2.30 2.22 
3.08 2.92 2.77 2.57 2.49 2.41 2.32 2.27 2.19 
3.06 2.90 2.74 2.ss 2.47 2.38 2.29 2.24 2.16 

3.01 2.86 2.70 2.51 2.42 2.34 2.25 2.20 2.12 
2.97 2.82 2.66 2.47 2.38 2.30 2.21 2.15 2.08 
2.94 2.78 2.62 2.43 2.35 2.26 2.1.7 2.12 2.04 
2.91 2.75 2.59 2.40 2.32 2.22 2.14 2.08 2.00 
2.88 i.73 2.56 2.37 2.29 2.20 2-.1r 2.os 1.97 

2.86 2.70 2.54 2.35 2.26 2.11 2.08 2.02 1.94 
2.84 2.68 2.52 2.32 2.24 2.15 ·2.06 2.00 1.92 
2.82 2.66 2.50 2.30 2.22 2.13 2.04 1.98 1.90 
2.80 2.64 2.48 2.28 2.20 2.11 2.02 1.96 1.88 
2.78 2.62 2.46 2.26 2.18 2.10 2.00 1.94 1.86 

2.75 2.59 2,43 2.23 2.15 2.06 1.96 1.90 1.82 
2.72 2•56 2.40 2.20 2.12 2:03 1.9~ i.·a1 1~79 
2.70 2.54 2.37 2.18 2.09 2.00 1.90 1.84 1,.76 
2.67 2.51 2.35 2.15 2.01 1.98 1.88 1.82 1.74 
2.64 2.48 2.32 2.11 2.03 ·1;94 1.84 1.78 1.70 

2.59 2.43 2.26 2.06 1.98 1.89 1.79 1.73 1.64 
2.56 2.40 2.23 2.03 1.94 1.85 1.75 1.68 1•59 
2.53 2.37 2.20 2.00 1.91. 1.83 1.72 1 •. 66 1.56 
2.50 2.34 2.17 1.97 h88 1 .. 79 i;69 1~62 1.53 
2~46 2~29 2.12 1.92 1.84 i.74 1~ L.5J 1...41 

2.43 2.26 2.09 1.89 1.81 1.11 1.61 1.54 1.44 
2.41 2.24 2.07 1.87 1.79 1.69 i-.s9 1.52 1.41 

100 200 

2.25 2.19 
2.21 2.16 
2.18 2.13 
2.1s 2.10 
2.13 2.07 

2.08 2.02 
2.04 1.98 
2.00 1.94 
1.97 1.90 
l.~ 1.88 

1.91 1.85 
1.88 1.82 
1.86 1.80 
1.84 1.78 
1.82 1.76 

1.78 1.71 
1.74 1.68 
1.71 1.64 
1.69 1.62 
1.65 1.57 

l.59 1.51 
1.54 1.46 
1.51 1.43 
1~48 1.39 
1.42 1.32 

1.38 1-28 
1.36 1.25 

500 

2.15 
2.12 
2.09 
2.06 
2.03 

1.98 
1.94 
1.90 
1.86 
1.84. 

1.80 
1.78 
1.76 
1.73 
1.71 

L.66 
1~63 
1.60 
1.56 
1.52 

1.46 
1.40 
1.37 
1.33 
1.24 

1.19 
1.15 

oO -
2.13 
2.10 
2.06 
2.03 
2.01 

1.96 
1.91 
1.87 
1.84 
1.81 

1.78 
1.75 
1.72 
1.70 
1.68 

1.64 
1:60 
1.56 
1.53 
1.49 

1.43 
1.37 
1.33 
1.28 
1.19 

1.11 
1.00 

I ... ._,. 
w • 



ABSTRACT 

Thi• study employed actual farm data to obtain estimates of the 

input-output relationships that might prove useful in farm management 

plans by commercial egg producers and those interested in the poultry 

indu1try. 

The study was in two phases. Egg production functions were 

eatimated for flocks with particular combinations of management prac• 

tices and equipment. Analysis of variance was used to determine the 

particular combinations of building, equipment, and management 

practices. Least squares regression analysis was used to estimate 

production functions with eggs produced per hen as a function of feed. 

Bird• in cage and floor housing had different production functions. 

Also, different types of bird• under various frequencies of culling 

had different functions. However, the relationship a type of bird 

had to other types was not consistent when different frequencies of 

culling were compared. 

The labor to perform specific chorea was estimated using time 

per 100 birds as a function of flock size when particular combinations 

of equipment were used in performing the chores. These functional 

estimates were unuseable because of the low coefficients of multiple 

determination. However, the average time was used to make an 

economic analysis of the labor saved by using various combinations of 

equipment. 

When various price combinations for feed and eggs were used, 

the additional eggs produced by cage housed layers justified cages 



with only one price combination. All other price combinations 

showed labor and/or capital with a value greater than the additional 

eggs were 1aved by uaing mechanical equipment in floor housing. 
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